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PREFACE 
This study is concerned with a description of what is being done in 
the field of Extension education at the undergraduate level throughout 
the United States. The other major objective is to present another 
viewpoint with regard to all of the competencies needed by beginning Ex-
tension workers besides the technical subject matter. The approach was 
to compare the perceptions of employers and educators of Extension work-
ers as to the level of competence possessed and desired. It is hoped 
that this study will complement the other studies being done and will 
enhance the development of curricula for future Extension workers. 
The author expresses his appreciation to this thesis adviser, Dr. 
James Netherton, for his many hours of consultation and above all for 
his encouragement when it was needed most. Gratitude is also expressed 
to the other members of the author's committee: Dr. Robert Terry for 
his constructive counsel and wisdom throughout the past year, Dr. James 
Key for his technical advice, Dr. Robert Price for the initial push to 
undertake a doctoral program and for his faith throughout, and Dr. Deke 
Johnson for his interest in the author 1s welfare. 
The author also appreciates the time given by the Cooperative Ex-
tension personnel throughout the country who served as the authorities 
for the study. 
Special thanks beyond words to my wife, Shelby Jean, for her sacri-
fices in order that I could complete my education and for her help in 
completing this dissertation. I also commend Daniel and Deborah for 
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doing their part to help and regret the time we lost together. This 
dissertation is dedicated to them. 
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CHAPTER I 
INTRODUCTION 
Background 
A~proximately 1000 new Extension workers are hired in the U. S. 
each year, for an average of 20 per state. How well they are prepared 
for the profession is the underlying question to which the following 
dissertation is addressed. 
Much study, discussion, and written material has been devoted to 
the topic of preprofessional education of Extension workers from the 
beginning of the Federal Extension Service in the early 1900's to the 
present time. 
The importance of taking another look at pre-service preparation 
of Extension workers was expressed in the People and fl Spirit (8). The 
following statements are relevant: 
The significant expansion of programs with new and different 
audiences as recommended by the Joint Study Committee (Joint 
USDA-National Association of State Universities and Land-
Grant Colleges Extension Study Cbmmittee on Cooperative Ex-
tension) requires a new set of academic disciplines added to 
those traditional to Extension. The knowledge needed embraces 
most of the concerns of human beings and must come from all 
of the colleges in the university ... a traditional degree in 
technical agriculture or home economics is not necessarily 
relevant training for all field staff members today. In the 
future, Extension's field staff will be recruited with back-
grounds in the social sciences, communications, and other 
sciences as well as in agriculture and home economics (p. 73). 
The author of this study was personally concerned about the ade-
quacy of his pre-service education for his expressed goal of becoming 
an Extension worker. He took the route which has prevailed, generally 
speaking, throughout the history of Cooperative Extension. This view. 
was expressed by H. C. Ramsower ( 28, P. 197), in 1937, in a speech he 
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gave to the Land Grant College meeting where he said, 11 Training pre-
scribed for the teacher of vocational agriculture is excellent prepara-
tion for the good Extension worker. It increases the graduate's possi-
bility of employment in the teaching field. 11 
There have been upsurges in interest in undergraduate pre-service 
education for Extension workers as far back as 1937. Another statement 
by Ramsower was that: 
Undergraduate work for the county agent should' include one or 
more courses in the major fields of agriculture. He should· 
be well fortified in the basic physical and biological sciences 
as well as in the arts and in the social sciences. In particu-
lar, he should get some training in education, psychology, and 
sociology or rural sociology. Public speaking, journalism, 
and Extension methods should be given consideration (p. 197). 
This might very well have been the beginning of thinking towards 
pre-service curricula for Extension workers, because more was said about 
it as the years went by. In 1948, the Joint Committee on Extension 
Programs, Policies and Goals (34, p. 42) said, "Extension has become of 
sufficient importance as a profession to justify special consideration 
in the Land Grant college curricula." It really became a matter of i.m-
portance when a Subcommittee on Pre-Service Training of the Land Grant 
College Committee on Pre-Service and Graduate Training was appointed by 
the Senate Committee in May, 1953, for the specific purpose of develop-
ing a program at the undergraduate level for prospective Extension 
workers. In their report it was pointed out that: 
... the demand for Extension personnel in all areas continues 
to increase with the growing awareness of the need for special 
training for Extension workers. As a result many colleges are 
considering ways and means for providing the training at the 
undergraduate level. Many administrators see this as a stra-
tegic time to appraise and to revise the program offered for 
prospective Extension workers or if there is no program offer-
ed to develop one (29, p. l). 
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That committee deliberated for a couple of years before coming out 
with a planning guide for an undergraduate education program for Exten-
sion wbrk in 1957. Love (22, p. 17) indicated that fourteen Land Grant 
universities offered an undergraduate program in Extension education in 
1957. By 1962, he said, this number had dropped to ten. Then·accord-
ing to a Report of Programs in Extension EducatiOn for Professional Ex-
tension Workers (33) in 1966,there were only nine different universi-
ties that offered a major or degree in Extension Education to either 
men or women,or both. There were 599 students enrolled in undergradu-
ate courses in Extension education in thirty-four states during the 
1965-66 academic year. 
Much of the reason for this failure of undergraduate curricula to 
grow and thrive may have been because of. what W. W. Clark (7, p. 213) 
said in 1940, 11 In Wisconsin we have not felt it to be desirable to set 
up a special undergraduate cours~ of study for prospective Extension 
workers_., One reason he gave was: 
We are able to employ in the Extension Service very few people 
directly following graduation.· There is little incentive for 
students to follow a course of study for a field in which 
there is little prospect of a job upon graduation (7, p. 213). 
Mary Collings and Harland Copeland (6) said it another way in 1962 
at a conference at Oklahoma State University on "Training Extension 
Workers for the Future. 11 They said: 
The number of majors offered and the enrollment in Ext~nsion 
undergraduate courses is decreasing. In the past the purpose 
of these courses was recruitment and shortening the time spent 
in induction training. Both are agency goals. We have been 
conspicuously unsuccessful in reaching either for, as far as 
we can tell, we recruit less than ten percent of those enrolled 
and we make no allowance for the course or courses taken in 
the way we put students through induction {p. 44). 
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In the last couple of years, there has been another surge in inter-
est in pre-service education for Extension workers as evidenced by the 
study done by Itulya in Arizona which has resulted in the development 
of an undergraduate curriculum based upon the competencies identified 
by Extension workers in Arizona. Another study was underway to deter-
mine the competencies needed for a curriculum in 4-H Youth Work on a 
national basis being done by Mississippi State University. There is 
also a study underway by the American Institute for Research for the 
Cooperative Extension Service to determine valid criteria for perfor-
mance appraisal and selection of new Extension workers. It is called the 
National Performance Appraisal Project. Other studies have been aimed 
at identifying the appropriate curricula for pre~service education of 
Extension workers. Critical incident studies as well as the more re-
cent competency studies have all been a part.of the growing picture 
relating to pre-service Extension education. 
Much of the above work has been based upon the curriculum develop-
ment model that was devised by Ralph Tyler (31). He served as the con-
sultant for a ten-year study entitled the 11 Concept Approach to Pro-
gramming in Adult Education with Special Application to Extension Edu-
cation." When the author of this study began to investigate the state 
of the art of Extension education in the country it was discovered that 
no recent information was available on what is really going on in Ex-
tension education throughout the country. The feeling .that there is a 
need to know this was concurred with by Dr. Gordon Dowell (10), who is 
the Director of Staff Development for Federal Extension in a personal 
letter. 
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The other aspect of Extension education which was discovered and 
chosen to be a part of this study was that having to do with competency. 
There has been a considerable increase in interest in competency-based 
education including that being done by the National Center for Voca-
tional Education at Ohio State University and studies such as the one 
done in Texas on competencies for vocational agriculture teachers. The 
idea of competency-based vocational teacher education has a lot of rela-
tionship to Extension education, because it appears to the author that 
much of Extension education seems to be going on in agriculture and 
home economics education departments. 
Several studies have been done in this regard and, as already men-
tioned, considerable interest has developed in the last few years around 
competencies needed by Extension educators. Leagans expressed the 
current thinking when he said: 
What is known today about the personnel development process 
all points to the necessity of identifying the competencies 
needed as a precondition for effective professional develop-
ment activity. Without this knowledge of what competencies 
are needed it is virtually impossible for either a trainee 
or a trainer to select accurately the content needed, effec-
tive communication techniques, or the time span required for 
a training program (p. 139). · 
And finally he said, 11 It was expected that these areas of compe-
tency, once identified, would be useful in the design of curricula for 
training Extension agents in the professional aspects· of the job (p. 
140) , II 
All of these statements were made when Leagans was describing the 
typology of professional role behavior of Cooperative Extension agents 
derived from critical incidents researched in Ohio bY E. Weldon Findley 
( 12) . 
Most of the studies uncovered were primarily concerned with asking 
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Extension workers, in one way or another, to identify the tasks or com-. 
petencies that they considered to be most important. The author of. 
this study took a cue from one of Itulya 1 s (18) recommendations which 
was to determine whether there is any relationship between the compe-
tencies considered essential by Extension agents and those considered 
as essential for Extension agents by their supervisors and university 
professors. This, considered in the light of one aspect of Tyler's 
(31) rationale for deriving educational objectives, involves determin-
ing educational needs by comparing expected and desired abilities with 
present abilities of learners. These leads became the basis for this 
study. It was decided by the researcher to take the competencies and 
tasks already identified by other studies and assimilate them into a 
study in which a difference in the level of competency possessed by in-
coming Extension workers and the desired level of competency as per-
ceived by persons most responsible for hiring and supervising Extension 
workers could be assessed. Then the study went a step further to com-
pare the perceptions held by the educators of Extension workers about 
the level of competency they are producing and they think is desirable 
for students who complete courses in subjects related to Extension edu-
cation. 
It was decided that at the same time as the matter of competency 
was being studied it might be well to gather information on the current 
state of the art (who is doing what) in Extension education. More 
specifically, the faculty of the Agricultural Education Department at 
Oklahoma State University wanted to know whether there might be a need 
for pre-service Extension education curriculum and, if so, what should 
it contain? 
The previous discussion leads to the statement of the problem to 
be addressed in this study. 
The Problem Statement 
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The problem was that not enough was known about what the employers 
of Extension workers feel was needed in the way of competency (the dif-
ference between what is the case and what should be). There also was a 
lack of current information (since 1967) about the state bf the art 
(who is doing what) in Extension education in the United'States. There 
appeared to have been sev~ral changes that needed to be identified. 
There also appears to be some consensus (described in the review 
of literature) that certain competencies are needed by beginning Exten-
sion agents, but no research was found by the researcher regarding the 
views of the employers of new Extension workers as to the possessed and 
desired levels of competence as compared to the views of Extension edu-
cators. 
Purpose of the Study 
The purposes of the study were to (1) determine and describe the 
state of the art (what is being done by whom and why) of pre-profes-
sional Extension education; (2) determine and compare the possessed and 
desired levels of competency of beginning Extension workers; and (3) 
propose a pre-service competency based Extension education curriculum 
based upon the findings. 
Objectives of the Study 
The specific objectives of the study were to: 
I I 
1. Determine and describe what has been and is being done in 
terms of pre-service Cooperative Extension edu'cation in the 
United States. 
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2. Synthesize and categorize a list of non-technical (profession-
al) competencies for beginning Extension workers. 
3. Determine and compare the desired levels and possessed levels 
of competence for the selected list of competencies as per-
ceived by selected Cooperative Extension employers and select-
ed Extension educators. The null hypotheses used to test this 
objective were: 
a. There is no difference between tfle level of competency 
possessed by new Extension workers as perceived by em-
ployers and the level of competence possessed by students 
who complete courses as perceived by the Exte'!sion educa-
tors in each of the selected competencies. 
b. There is no difference between the level of competence 
desired of new Extension workers as perceived by employ-
ers and the level of competence desired by educators of 
students who complete courses. 
c. There is no difference between the means of the possessed 
level and desired level for each of the selected compe-
tencies as perceived by Extension employers. 
d. There is no difference between the level of competency 
possessed by students who complete Extension related 
courses and the level of competency desired of students 
who complete the courses for each of the selected compe-
tencies as perceived by Extension educators. 
4. Establish the relative importance of the competencies fqr in-
coming Extension workers. 
5. Recommend a pre-service Extension education curriculum based 
upon the findings of ihe study. 
Assumptions 
'The·following assumptions were made regarding the study: 
l. The competencies identified by previous studies provided the 
basic list of competencies. 
2. Two hundred responses from at least 35 states represented a 
sufffcient and suitable cross-section of the employers upon 
which conclusions could be reached. 
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3. The responses were given in the manner in which the researcher 
had intended. 
4. A comparison between the responses of employers and educators 
could be made. 
Scope and Limitations 
The scope of the study was nationwide including all states for the 
educators and the state of the art portion of the study. 
The limitations which were recognized included: 
l. Variations in numbers of responses from states prohibit any 
state-by-state conclusions in respect to competency levels. 
2. The competency list used in the study excluded technical sub-
ject matter competencies and only included those considered to 
be related to the educational methodology aspects of Extension 
work. 
Definitions 
Certain key terms us'ed throughout the study had to be defined to 
assure accurate communication with the reader. 
Competency: A skill or ability to perform in a certain way. 
Level of competence: The degree to which one has adequate or 
specified qualification or capability. 
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Employer: A Cooperative Extension administrator who is directly 
involved in the hiring of new Extension personnel, i.e., dis-
trict directors or area agents, personnel directors or state 
directors of the Cooperative Extension Service. 
Educator: Full or part-time faculty who has some responsibility 
for the education of prospective Extension workers, i.e., 
staff development specialists or coordinators, professors or 
department heads. 
CHAPTER II 
I 
REVIEW OF LITERATURE 
Introduction 
The following review of literature includes selected references 
relating to the state of the art of Extension education. Section one is 
a brief review of the principles, policies and practices of pre-service 
Extension education to establish a context for what is being done now 
by whom and why. 
The second section of the review of the state of the art has to do 
with the curricula in Extension education for the universities that were 
identified in a 1966 Federal Extension Report. 
The second part of the literature review is directed at the topic 
of competency-based curricula. In the first section, the author re-
views some selected views on curriculum development that are applicable 
to Extension education. Then a section is devoted to competency-based 
teacher education as a point of reference for the competency portion of 
the study. In the third section some selected research relating to Ex-
tension education curricula are reviewed. 
An ERIC (Educational Resour~es Information Center) search was con-
ducted to find any studies that had been done relating to Extension ed-
I 
ucation undergraduate curricula. The following searches were made: 
1. Agriculture Education and Extension education or Extension 
agents and curriculum development or curriculum evaluation or 
11 
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curriculum planning or curriculum research. 
2. RJral Extension or Extensfon education and curriculum develop-
ment or curriculum evaluation or curriculum planning or curri-
L 
culum research. 
3. Extension agents and training. 
4. Extension agents and training and curriculum planning or cur-
riculum research. 
5. Performance-based education and Extension education. 
6. Extension education and performance-based teacher education. 
7. Agriculture agents and performance-based teacher education. 
8. Extension agents and performance-based teacher education. 
All of the 35 references found by the ERIC searches,listed above 
were reviewed. Most of them were not relevant to the topic of this 
study, because they had to do with inservice and graduate education for 
Extension workers. Only the study done by E. Weldon Findley (12) was 
determined by the researcher to be relevant and useful. It is reviewed 
in the competency section of thi~ chapter. 
The other material reviewed in this chapter is the result of the 
researcher's personal knowledge and experience in Cooperative Extension 
Service, the suggestions given by staff development personnel through-
out the country to the preliminary survey, a review of the research 
lists relating to Cooperative Extension work published by Federal Ex-
tension, and a personal search of the Oklahoma State University Agricul-
tural and Extension education library. 
State of the Art 
Extension Principles, Policies, and Practices 
Relating to Pre-Service Education 
According to W. A. Lloyd (21, p. 25), Seamann Knapp, an early 
leader in Extension work, said in 1906 that, "The men who act as field 
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agents must be practical farmers. 11 His county agents were selected be-
cause of the.ir success in farming and their qualities of leadersh1p. 
Since then, in some states, the emphasis for pre-service training in 
Extension work is oriented toward preparing vocational agriculture or 
home economics teachers. This line of thought was expressed by H. C. 
Ramsower (28, p. 197) and bears repeating. He said, 11Training pre-
scribed for the teacher of vocational agriculture is excellent prepar-
ation for the good Extension worker and increases the graduate's 
possibility of employment in the teaching field. 11 
Since that time the role of Extension workers has changed consid-
erably. Mary Collings (6, p. 391) summarized the changes when she said, 
"From itinerant teacher, to organizer, to educator, to highly trained 
technician, social action catalyst, or change agent, the Extension work-
er has shifted roles over the fifty years to meet the demands of the 
times. 11 
She also said: 
Cooperative Extension work is unique in its problem-solving 
approach to program development, in its application of know-
ledge drawn from a wide range of special fields, to the solu-
tion of problems confronting individuals, families, business, 
and communities (p. 401). 
The change in thinking probably began about the time that the 
Joint Committee Report on "Extension Programs and Policies" (34, p. 42) 
stated: 
Extension has become of sufficient importance as a profession 
to justify consideration in the Land Grant college curricula . 
Formal education for Extension workers should be such as to 
develop rigorous critical thinking and a balance in action. 
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That same committee (34) also suggested that four underlying principles 
be kept in mind relative to developing Extension programs for the pre-
paration of Extension educators: 
l~ There is no single method fbr attaining the varied kinds 
of competence needed in Extension work. 
2. The program should be sufficiently flexible to permit 
both specialization and integration as needed. 
3. All departments and sections of instruction will need to 
cooperate in working out solutions to educational prob-
lems. 
4. A 11 task force 11 in education which utilizes all available 
resources of the institution and cuts across department-
al lines, whenever necessary, is needed if students are 
to be properly prepared in the field of Extension teach-
ing (p. 42). . · 
They went on to say that the goal should be to prepare Extension 
educators who: 
1. are basically grounded in the physical and social sciences 
of significance to life in rural America. 
2. are familiar with reliable sources of information. 
3. understand the background, philosophy, objectives, poli-
cies, and organization of the Extension system. 
4. are skilled in applying principles of psychology and edu-
cation to Extension teaching, supervision, and adminis-
tration. · 
5. can organize people and stimulate leadership among them. 
6. understand the processes by which rural people and Exten-
sion workers cooperating can analyze local problems, arrive 
at potentially sound solutions, and develop a county Ex-
tension program. 
7. know the problems and procedures of adult and out-of-
school youth education. 
8. are skilled in organizing,, interpreting, and presenting 
basic economic, social, technical, and scientific data 
and their implications to rural life. 
9. understand the techniques and processes of evaluating 
the effectiveness of Extension programs (p. 42). 
Another view was expressed by W. W. Clark (7, p. 213) at a Land 
Grant College meeting in 1940 when he said, "I should recommend that 
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anyone interested in becoming an Extension worker should in his or her 
, 
undergraduate days acquire, as far as possible, the first five items in 
our list of training requirements." The list he gave was as follows: 
1. A general knowledge of the natural sciences. 
2. An introduction to most of the fields of subject matter 
in agriculture and home economics, with more extensive 
knowledge in some. 
3. An approach to economics and sociology. 
4. Some experience in writing and public speaking. 
5. Acquaintance with English, history, and some of the cul-
tural arts. 
6. Knowledge of the history, philosophy, psychology, and 
procedures of adult education. 
7. Knowledge and experience in the application of these to 
Extension organization and methods {p. 212). . 
He summed up his speech by advising that students interested in 
Extension work to major in education and take as many of the available 
courses in Extension education as possible. He also suggested learning 
as much about as many fields of subject matter in agriculture or home 
economics as possible with only a small amount of specialization. 
The subcommittee on Pre-Service Training referred to in Chapter I 
published a planning guide for an undergraduate education program for 
Extension work. It was a product of the growing feeling that there 
should be a special program to prepare future Extension workers. Many 
of the programs in existence now were started when that belief pre-
vailed. 
That subcommittee developed an elaborate program proposal that 
was a reflection of the feeling that Extension educators should have 
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some social science and humanities intermixed with the natural sciences 
and technical subject matter. They made recommendations for each of 
the three areas of study. 
In the area of natural sciences and technical subject matter, the 
committee ( 29) said : 
Formal education for Extension workers should be such as to 
develop rigorous critical thinking and balance in action. 
Broad programs of study without undue specialization are 
best adapted to attaining these ends . . . The prospective 
Extension worker needs to see the broad relationships between 
subject fields in major areas of agriculture and of home econ-
omics. Excessive departmentalization in the college defeats 
this (p. 3). 
They added that : 
Curricula organized with a long list of prerequisites tend 
to give students a very narrow base, 1 to make intellectuals 
and not doers.' Extension workers need to be intellectuals 
of the type that can apply knowledge in a very practical way 
(p. 4). 
The recommendations of the subcommittee with regard to technical 
subject matter is well worth citing with particular attention being 
drawn to items three and four as follows: 
The subcommittee recommends that the colleges provide for 
prospective Extension workers: 
l. A core of courses which int~oduces the student to the· 
basic natural sciences and to the major phases of agri-
culture or home economics of concern to extension. 
2. Additional work beyond the core in one or two areas of 
subject matter, with considerable proficiency in one 
area. 
3. Some work in agricultural policy, in farm management, 
in agricultural economics or marketing could well be 
included in the preparation for home economics agents to 
contribute to their perspective of the total problem of 
rural families. Likewise, some work in home economics 
such as family life, nutrition, or home management could 
well be included in the preparation of agricultural agents 
so that they would develop a greater understanding and 
appreciation of the problems involved in satisfying home 
and family living. 
4. Joint classes for prospective home economics and agricul-
tural agents 1 whenever possible, since they are asked to 
work together in the county (p. 5). 
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In the area of social science, the subcommittee (29, p.6) stated 
that, J 1Training should emphasize planhing at the neighborhood, commun-
ity, and county levels, and group action for effective utilization of 
human and material resources. 11 They also pointed out that Extension 
workers need an educational viewpoint and a family-centered approach to 
education. Highlights of the thirteen recommendations given in the 
social sciences area Were that the prospective Extension worker should 
have: 
- an understanding of American community life 
- an understanding of how people learn 
- skill with human relations 
- an understanding of economic forces 
- skill in the techniques of advising and interviewing 
In the humanities area, the subcommittee recommended that Exten-
sion workers should have an appreciation of the cultural interests of 
other people as well as having some personal interest in creative activ-
ity. Among other recommendations given, they emphasized the field of 
communications as being particularly important for Extension workers. 
The subcommittee also proposed several course units that ought to be 
included in a curriculum for prospective Extension educators. Each 
unit includes teaching (not learning) objectives, suggested course 
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content, suggested learning activities, and a bibliography. The units 
they proposed are: 
The Cooperative Extension Service 
How People Organize Their Lives 
What We Know About Helping People to Learn 
Identifying Local Needs 
Setting Objectives and Determining Programs 
The Plan of Work Development and Implementation 
Teaching Materials and Methods 
Leadership in Extension 
The Need for Evaluation in Extension Education 
The Extension Worker as a Professional Person 
The next era in the development of Extension education curricula 
perceived by the researcher was expressed in an address delivered at 
the National Conference of Extension Training Leaders at the University 
of Maryland in 1966 by George Hyatt, Jr. (17), the Director of the 
North Carolina Agricultural Extension Service. The speech was entitled, 
"Areas of Needed Staff Competency Reflected in State Extension Objec-
tives and Organization. 11 He identified competencies needed by Exten-
sion staff members by looking at the objectives and the organization of 
the Cooperative Extension Service. He said that Extension workers need 
to: 
1. understand the Cooperative Extension Service. 
2. understand technical subject mat~er appropriate to their 
needs and the needs of the people with whom they work. 
3. understand the principles and processes of programming. 
4. understand the principles of learning and teaching. 
5. understand and have a high degree of proficiency in the 
communication process. 
6. Understand the structure and dynamics of human society. 
7. Have a high degree of skill in human relations. 
8. Understand the principles of management and be able to 
apply them. 
9. Keep informed about current issues and problems confront-
ing the people and discuss them in an objective and infor-
mative manner with groups. 
10. Understand the principles of administration and super-
vision. 
11. Understand and be able to apply the principles and tech-
niques of evaluation (pp. 5-8). 
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In summarizing the topic of Extension principles and philosophies, 
a couple more of Hyatt's thoughts are relevant to this study. One was 
that: 
As the Cooperative Extension Service assumes roles that are 
broader in nature, the traditional agriculture and home econ-
omics competencies available in the Colleges of Agriculture 
and Home Economics need to be supplemented from other seg-
ments of the university either through cooperative arrange-
ments with other facets of the Land Grant university or by 
hiring people with these competencies directly into the Co-
opefative Extension Service (p. 10). 
He also said: 
It would appear to be a principle in any organization that 
if one wishes to have an adequate organization he should 
staff that organization with the kinds of competence that 
are necessary to achieve the program objectives of the or-
ganization (p. 1). 
Extension Education Curricula 
The 1966 Federal Extension Report on Programs in Extension Educa-
tion for Professional Extension Workers (33) identified nine universi-
ties that had an undergraduate major in Extension education for men or 
women, or both. Those listed were Florida, Georgia, Kentucky, New 
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Hampshire, New Mexico, Pennsylvania, Puerto Rico, Tennessee, and Wis-
consin. Catalogs for these universities which were available in the 
Oklahoma State University Library were reviewed to determine the nature 
of their programs. 
New Mexico State University (25) had a major in Agriculture and 
Extension Education in the Department of Agriculture and Extension Edu-
cation. They offered a B.S. degree in Agriculture. The five courses 
offered in Extension education were: (1) Introduction to Agriculture 
and Extension Education, (2) Effective Leadership, (3) Planning Commun-
ity Programs in Agriculture and Extension Education, (4) Methods in 
Agriculture and Extension Education and (5) Directed Teaching in Agri-
culture Extension Education. 
The University of Tennessee (37) catalog stated: 
No formal undergraduate curriculum is offered in agriculture 
extension education, but undergraduate courses are available 
as electives in each formal curriculum. Courses are designed 
to: (1) develop in prospective Extension workers and other 
interested students an understanding of the functions, re-
sponsibilities, and techniques of the Cooperative Extension 
Service, and (2) provide prospective extension workers with 
practical Extension work experience in selected training 
counties (p. 48). 
A course in Introduction to Agricultural Extension and up to six 
hours in the course entitled~ Field Studies, accomplish those purposes. 
Their program is offered by the Institute of Agriculture at Tennessee. 
Pennsylvania State University (27) prepares agriculture Extension 
workers thro~gh their program in Agriculture Education. Student pro-
grams are cent~red around fundamental courses in technical agriculture. 
Five courses were identified which relate to Extension education, but 
actually only one is identified specifically as an Extension course. 
It is Methodology of Extension Education. 
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The University of Florida (30) had a curriculum in Agriculture and 
Extension Education that was designed to offer students a combination of 
courses in technical agriculture, professional education, and Extension 
methodology. Four courses are offered with direct relationship to Ex-
tension education, but two of them are non-classroom courses, one of 
which is a practicum for four to sixteen hours of credit and the other 
is individual work for one to eight hours of credit. The two classroom 
courses are Development and Role of Extension Education and Agriculture 
Youth Programs, each for four credits. 
At the University of Georgia (35) a major in Agriculture Extension 
is offered through the College of Agriculture and the School of Home 
Economics. Three undergraduate-level courses were listed under Agricul-
ture Extension in the catalog. The course in Agriculture Extension Or-
ganization and Procedures must be taken in the junior year prior to the 
summer supervised work experience. Then in the senior year, the stu-
dents major in Agriculture Extension and take the course in Agricultur-
al Extension Service Programs. Georgia has two options for Extension 
majors which are science or administration. 
In Wisconsin, the agriculture Extension major is available in the 
Department of Continuing and Vocational Education. The latest catalog 
of the College of Agriculture and Life Sciences (4) said that: 
The Curriculum in Extension education gives students planning 
to enter the Extension work a basic training in the applied 
agricultural sciences, in the natural sciences, in the social 
sciences, and in business and industry. A major in Extension 
can be taken under one of four options, namely natural resources, 
the social science option, the production and technology op-
tion, and the business and industry option. Under these op-
tions, the student chooses to major in Extension Education and 
takes supporting courses within any one of the four options. 
The exact sequence of courses is developed with the advisor. 
A four-year curriculum in Extension education in the appro-
priate option will prepare one for work in county Extension 
programs as well as many other positions in business and in-
dustry, government, foreign service, and the agriculture mis-
sionary field (p. 56). 
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There is actually only one course at the undergraduate level that 
has Extension in its title. It is Field Practice in Extension for 
three to six credit hours. They also offer a series of five adult edu-
cation courses which are subtitled (a) Overview, (b) the Agencies and 
Programs of Adult Education, (c) Program Development and Evaluation, 
(d) Understanding of the Individual Adult and (e) Sociological Back-
grounds to Adult Learning. All of these courses require at least jun-
ior standing to be taken. Other appropriate courses offered at the 
graduate level, but available to students with junior standing are: 
Leadership in Community Programs; Introduction to University Extension; 
and Principles in Youth Development Education. 
A couple of other courses are available with the consent of the 
instructor, namely: Introduction to Leadership; Behavioral Sciences in 
Extension Youth Programs; and Seminar in Evaluation of Extension Work. 
There may have been other universities that had majors in Exten-
sion Education or, at least, had elective courses available to under-
graduate students at the time of this review, but the review was 
limited to those listed by the Federal Extension Service in 1966 which 
was the last time a national survey was made. Other universities hav-
ing majors in Extension Education are found in Chapter IV under the 
findings of this study. 
Competency Based Curricula 
Curriculum Development Principle__?_ 
There are many views on the best way to go about development of a 
r 
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curriculum but the researcher chose to consider only those of Lewis 
Mayhew and Ralph Tyler. Mayhew (24) pointed out that in reaching cur-
ricular decisions the following factors should be considered: students' 
needs and desires, graduates' performance and evaluation, faculty mem-
bers' abilities and interests, cost, expectations of the users of the 
product (employers, for example) and of the society as a whole, exist-
ing programs of similar nature, and finally the patterns of progression 
.through the college years. 
Ralph Tyler (31) said there are several stages involved in curricu-
lum development and instruction. To begin with, he feels the process 
begins with determining the needs and objectives as perceived by the 
learners, the subject matter specialists, and that which can be identi-
fied as relevant from comtemporary life surrounding the subject. 
Subject matter specialists in this case are the administrators of 
Cooperative Extension, the personnel directors, the district directors, 
the responsible department's faculty and the faculty of the other de-
partments who may be involved in the Extension education curriculum. 
Everyone involved in curriculum development and instruction, no matter 
what the subject is, must take into consideration the contemporary (cur-
rent and anticipated critical activities) circumstances that are rele-
vant to expected situations the students will face. 
Those inputs then evolve into tentative objectives which must pass 
the tests (screens) of philosophy and/or values of the university, the 
state and Federal Extension Service and the responsible department(s). 
The next screen that the objectives must pass through is the psy-
chology of learning according to Tyler (31). He points out: 
Education objectives are educational ends, they are the re-
sults to be achieved from learning. Unless these ends are 
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in conformity with conditions intrinsic in learning they are 
worthless as educational goals (p. 24). 
After the objectives pass these tests (screens) they must be 
stated in terms that lead to the selection of appropriate learning ex-
periences to best accomplish the desired objectives. Tyler (31, p. 30) 
says that, 11 The most useful form for stating objectives is to express 
them in terms which identify both the kind of behavior to be developed 
in the student and the content or area of life in which this behavior 
is to operate. 11 Mager (23, p. 53) puts it more succinctly. 11 An objec-
tive will communicate your intent to the degree you have described what 
the learner will be DOING when demonstrating his achievement and how 
you wi 11 know he is doing it. 11 
The next step in Tyler 1 s model is to select the appropriate learn-
ing experiences that will accomplish, as nearly as possible, the stated 
objectives. Tyl er (31, p. 41) defines a 1 earning experience as, 11 the 
interaction between the learner and the 'external conditions in the en-
vironment to which he can interact. 11 
Next in the model, according to Tyler, is the organization of 
learning experiences for effective instruction. The continuity, se-
quencing and integration of the learning experiences are the criteria 
to be met in an effective organization of courses. 
Finally, the evaluation of the effectiveness of the learning ex-
periences completes the Tyler model of curricu,lum development. 
The ideas that form the basis of this study are the ones referred 
to by both Mayhew and Tyler regarding the consideration of the views of 
the users of the graduate.s (the employers) in relation to the views of 
the faculty members (the educators). Due to the reliance upon Tyler 
' (32) by Extension people in the report on The Concept Approach to 
Programming .iD_ Adult Education With Special Applications ·to Extension 
Education, it was decided, by the author, to follow his model in pro-
ceeding with this study. 
Competency-Based Teacher Education 
In order to establish a point of reference for this study, the 
author turned to the field of education and the idea of competency-
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based education. A considerable amount of literature was found to se-
lect from for this discussion. The author most often cited was W. 
Robert Houston (15). \. He referred to competency-based education (which 
is interchangeable with performance-based according to him) as a cultur-
ally-based movement. He pointed out that many professions have turned 
to the competency approach to education and training, because it ap-
pears to be an idea whose time has come. Houston feels that two forces 
in American society today have contributed to the development of compe-
tency-based education; namely, accountability and personalization. In 
regard to what it is, he points out that competency-based education em-
phasizes a minimum standard for effective performance and that it refers 
to ways in which a learner can be observed to demonstrate knowledge and . 
skills. 
Houston, in collaboration with Howsam (16), said that competency-
based instruction has emerged from emphasis on goal orientation and in-
dividualization. They also point out that, 11 the word competency has 
been chosen to indicate an emphasis on the 'ability to do,' in contrast 
to the more traditional emphasis on ability to demonstrate knowledge 
(p. 3). 11 They also say there are a couple of characteristics essential 
to the concept of competency-based instruction. The first is that, 
"precise learning objectives--defined in behavioral and assessable 
terms--must be known to the learner and the teacher alike {p. 3). 11 
The second characteristic is accountability, because: 
... the learner knows he is expected to demonstrate the 
specified competencies to the required level and in the agreed-
upon manner. He accepts the responsibility and expects to 
be held accountable for meeting the established criteria (p. 
4) . 
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The characteristic of personalization is not necessarily a characteris-
tic of competency-based education alone, although it is almost univer-
sally associated with it. 
The purpose of Extension education has been to develop educators 
who can operate in the climate of Extension work which is basically in-
formal adult or youth education based on the principle of helping peo-
ple help themselves. It seems to the researcher that everything relat-
ing to Extension education (policies, philosophy, objectives) and the 
idea of competency-based education fit together in a very coherent way. 
It also appears to the author that basically what competency-based 
education means to Extension education is that certain abilities are 
developed according to expressed competencies needed for doing Exten-
sion work. It also seems evident that the idea and purpose of competen-
cy-based education is consistent and compatible with the principles of 
curriculum development espoused by Ralph Tyler and subscribed to by Ex-
tension educators and administrators for the most part. 
Research Relating to Extension Education Curricula 
The researcher reviewed studies identified by the ERIC search and 
other investigations by the researcher. Only three studies were 
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selected as representative of the research that has been done on compe-
tency-based curricula in Extension education. 
E. Weldon Findley (12) in collaboration with J. Paul Leagans con-
ducted a study of the role behaviors of county Extension agents in New 
York in 1969. The method used for the study was the Flanagan Interview 
Technique. The purpose was to identify and describe behavior of Exten-
sion agents that has had a key influence on the achievement of effec-
tive or ineffective outcomes in specified activities. This seemed to 
be the first study of Extension work that identified sqme of the tasks 
or what may even be considered competencies needed for successful Exten-
sion work. Two hundred and eleven Extension agents in 30 randomly se-
lected New York counties were asked to identify one critical incident 
in which their behavior had led to an effective outcome and one in 
which their behavior had led to an ineffective result. The semi-struc-
tured interviews were recorded for analysis later. 
This was the first time (that the author could find) in which the 
competencies of an Extension agent were actually researched. The 419 
critical incid.ents identified by that study were later described by 
Leagans (17) as 11A Typology of Role Behaviors of County Cooperative Ex-
tension Agents" (see Appendix D). That study produced some very speci-
fic descriptions of roles of Extension agents. It laid.the groundwork 
for the later studies into the competencies required to be an effective 
Extension worker. At that stage, the researchers were still stating 
the roles in terms of understanding, although terms like 11 executes 11 and 
11 influences 11 made the statements begin to look like today's concept of 
competencies. 
In the early 1970 1 s, there was a renewed
1
interest in the 
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competencies needed by agriculture educators. Several studies were con-
ducted similar to the one done by the Texas Department of Agricultural 
Education in 1976. That project directed by Don Herring (13) and called 
Identification and Validation of Competencies for Teacher Education 
Agriculture surveyed supervising teachers, teacher trainers and state 
staff personnel about the level of importance of 131 competencies. 
They were also asked when the various competencies should be acquired. 
Based on the findings, the list of 13 groups of competencies were 
prioritized and the consensus regarding the best timing for the training 
was tabulated. That study and others like it are relevant to this re-
search, because most of the interest in Extension education is found in 
either Agriculture Education or Home Economics Education departments. 
That is true of all of the current research being done on Extension ed-
ucation curricula. The methodology of the Texas study also served as a 
point of reference for this study. 
Itulya (18) studied the professional competencies essential for 
beginning Extension agents in Arizona in 1973. The 74 Extension work-
ers in Arizona were asked to rate 57 competencies from not essential to 
extremely essential on a five-point scale. They were instructed to 
assume that they were a beginning Extension agent and base their judg-
ments on the premise that they were well qualified in technical subject 
matter. Using the chi square test, he concluded that 53 of the compe-
tencies were considered essential to be possessed by beginning Exten-
sion agents in Arizona. His findings were grouped into four categories: 
Advising or Teaching; Public Relations Communication; Administration or 
Organization; and Facilitating, Program Planning, and Evaluation. His 
list of competencies consisted of knowledge and ability statements. 
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ltulya (18) concluded that the agents can identify the profession-
al competencies essential for their peers to possess, but he questioned 
whether the values placed on the competencies are the same as that which 
their supervisors would choose. He recommended that: i .. · 
A similar study should be done to determine whether or not 
there is any relationship between the competencies consid-
ered as essential by Extension agents in Arizona and those 
considered as essential for Extension agents by their super-
visors and the professors in the Department of Agricultural 
Education {p. 82). 
A more recent study regarding competencies needed by Extension 
workers was piloted in Mississippi by researchers, under the direction 
of Dr. Ronald A. Brown (1), in the Department of Agriculture Education 
at Mississippi State University. It was an outgrowth of the work un-
derway by a national committee which is interested in the development 
of a curriculum for training of Extension 4-H Youth Agents. The pilot 
study consisted of 157 tasks which were categorized into 8 groups as 
follows: Administrative, Communication, Evaluation, Program Execution, 
Program Planning, Resource Development, Staffing and Teaching. There 
were two parts to the instrument. The first part had to do with rat-
ing each task on the degree of necessity for a successful county 4-H 
program. In part two the respondents were asked to indicate whether 
each task should be performed by the 4-H Youth Agent or by the volun-
teer 4-H leader. 
Volunteer 4-H leaders, youth agents, count.)' leaders, state and 
area specialists, and administrative personnel were included in the 
population of the study. After analysis of the data, it was deter-
mined to reduce the task list to 75 competencies and only ask the re-
spondents in a national sample to rate the degree of necessity of each 
competency on a five-point sc~le. Another question included in the 
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pilot study had to do with when the competencies should be learned: 
possess before job, graduate program, or in-service. This question was. 
dropped according to Dr. Brown (2) because it appeared that the respon-
dents in the pilot study answered on the basis of when they had learned 
the competency rather then when it should be learned. Valid findings 
to that question would have been very helpful to this researcher. 
Ronald A. Brown (3) pointed out in his address to the Fourth 
National Seminar for Professional Youth Workers in January 1977, that: ·· 
... the competency approach to the identification of curricu-
lum content provides relevant and significant behavior that can 
be practiced by the learner--practice which includes changes in 
ways of thinking, acting, and feeling (p. 11). 
At the time this dissertation was written, no results of that 
national study had been released. Nevertheless, the findings of the 
pilot study provided some guidance for the development of the competen-
cy list used in this research. 
CHAPTER III 
PROCEDURE AND DESIGN OF THE STUDY 
The design of the study was dictated by the purposes and objectives 
cited in Chapter I. Briefly, they are: (1) determine the state of the 
art of Extension education nationally; (2) determine and compare the 
levels of competency desired and possessed as perceived by Extension 
employers and educators and (3) propose a curriculum based upon the 
findings. 
Background 
Before any decisions on what to study were made the researcher de-
signed a preliminary questionnaire to explore the interest and informa-
tion available nationwide on the state of the art of Extension educa-
tion. A letter and the questionnaire were sent to the Cooperative 
Extension Staff Development Specialists in each of the 50 states (see 
Appendix A). That schedule was mailed on February 18, 1977. It in-
cluded five questions having to do with (1) interests in results of a 
nationwide study of the status of pre-professional Extension education, 
(2) whether the university offers a course or more having to do with 
Extension to undergraduate students, (3) any· knowledge of surveys or re-
search related to the subject, (4) any research relating to Extension 
education curricula, and (5) who would be the appropriate person in the 
state to be included in a study if one were to be undertaken. 
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Replies from 43 states all indicated favorable interest in the re-
sults of such a nationwide study. Based on this response the researcher 
decided to proceed with a state of the art study. Very 1 ittle response 
was received to the question about knowledge regarding surveys or re-
search studies completed or in progress related to the status of Exten-
sion pre-professional education programs. A study completed by Itulya, 
the work being done by Dr. Arlin Etling in Arizona and the National 4-H 
Curriculum Study were the only ones cited in the responses to the ques-
tion about known research related to the development of Extension edu-
cation undergraduate studies and curricula. 
Population Selection 
The preliminary survey mentioned previously asked, 11 Who in your 
state would be the appropriate one to respond to a survey regarding the 
status of Extension education pre-professional curricula and the factors 
related to the development of a curriculum?" Forty-three names were 
received by that survey for the educators population group. In order 
to get a more complete response from as many states as possible for the 
state of the art portion of the study, the name of the person listed in 
.the 1976 State Staff Development Directory as being the most likely to 
be knowledgeable about undergraduate Extension education in each state 
was selected and asked to respond for the states that had not answered· 
the first survey. 
The effort to secure a population for the Extension employer phase 
of the research started with writing to the State Extension Personnel 
Officers on April 1, 1977 (see Appendix A). They were asked to supply 
the researcher with the names and addresses of people in their state 
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Extension organization who were involved in hiring new Extension 
workers. A follow-up thank you letter was sent on May 23 to those who 
had responded promptly. On June 7, another letter was sent to the Per-
sonnel Officer in the states from which no response had been received. 
Ultimately a population of 316 Extension employers from 38 states and 
territories were included in the study. Six of the eight states that 
were involved in the National Performance Appraisal Project asked to be 
excluded from the itudy; namely, New Mexico, South Carolina, New Hamp-
shire, Washington, Texas and Pennsylvania. No responses were received. 
from seven states and thus were not included in the study. The numbers 
of people included in the sample ranged from one to twenty-eight per 
state. 
Questionnaire Design 
State of the Art 
The state of the art portion of both questionnaires (the one for 
the employers and the one for the educators included in Appendix B) 
were designed to gather information that could be used to describe the 
status of Extension education courses, majors, and degree programs in 
the Land-Grant universities. The employers were asked whether there 
was a degree program in Extension education offered in the state and if 
there were, where it was located. They were also asked where their new 
Extension workers originated with regard to the type of university and 
the department in which they majored. Questioning as to the degree re-
quired for new Extension workers gave indication to the researcher as 
to the possible extent to which the Extension Service in the respective 
states depend upon undergraduate or graduate education emphasis to 
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prepare prospective Cooperative Extension workers for employment. The 
employers were also asked the extent to which they thought the present 
pre-service Extension education for new workers was adequate. 
The Extension educators were asked whether the university offered a. 
major or degree in Extension education at the undergraduate level. 
They were also asked to indicate the areas in which courses were offered 
at the undergraduate level and in what colleges or departments the ma-
jor or deg~ee is offered. In order to get a picture of the extent to 
which Land-Grant universities were educating future Extension workers, 
they were asked to give the current enrollment and how many graduates 
they had in 1977. The educators were also asked the percentage of 
their graduates who are employed in Cooperative Extension positions in 
the state and out-of-state. The purpose of this question was to ascer-
tain whether the university was providing future workers for their own 
state only or whether they were serving as a feeder state to other state 
Cooperative Extension organizations. The respondents were also asked 
to indicate the number of full-time equivalents that were assigned to 
Extension education at the undergraduate level. Besides those questions 
they were asked to send brochures, curriculum lists, catalog pages or 
any other material that would describe their program, if they had one. 
Competencies 
The design of the competency portion of the instrument began with 
a synthesis of the competency lists developed by Itulya (18) and the 
one used for the 4-H Youth Development Worker's Curriculum Project and 
other recommendations and suggestions made by various people with regard 
to Extension education undergraduate curricula referred to in the 
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review of literature. The author had previously developed a report (9) 
in which he created a chart to help visualize the ideas regarding curri-
culum content that had been espoused each decade since 1930 (see Appen-
dix C). By viewing the topics relative to an undergraduate Extension 
education curricula in that manner it was possible to see a logical 
categorization of the tasks into groups of what the author calls sub-
ject areas. He decided that there were nine such subject area categor-
ies in which the synthesized list of competencies best fitted. They 
are: Leadership; Adult Education; Teaching Methods; Extension Organi-
zation, Philosophy, Objectives; Youth Education; Program Planning; Eval-
uation; Communications; and Management, Supervision, and Administration. 
After studying, collecting and matching the task lists used in 
previous studies, it was decided that the lists developed would serve 
as sound bases for the creation of a list of competencies to be used in 
this study. All of the integrated items were put into competency state-
ments that would complete the statement, "Beginning Extension workers 
should be able to ... 11 The major difference in this study and the 
other studies done in this area, was that instead of asking agents and 
other Extension personnel what they considered to be the relative im-
portance of the competencies, this researcher studied the perceived 
level of competence possessed by new Extension workers and the level 
desired of them by their employers. The employers• perceptions were 
compared to what the educators thought to be the possessed level of 
competence upon graduation and what they desired of students upon com-
pletion of coursework. It was felt that the difference between what is 
possessed and what would be desirable, but realistic, would be an indi-
cation of the need for refinement and/or expansion of Extension 
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education curricula, if warranted. 
A total of 102 competencies were initially proposed to a panel of 
experts. The panel of experts consisted of five Extension workers in 
Oklahoma. Those involved were a District Director, a member of the 
State 4-H Staff who was also a member of the National 4-H Youth Develop-
ment Worker's Curriculum Project, an Extension faculty member in the 
Agricultural Education Department, the former State Cooperative Exten-
sion Personnel Director, and the Associate Director of the Oklahoma Co-
operative Extension Service. 
Each of the panel members was asked to scrutinize th~ list for: 
(a) completeness, (b) clarity of terms and statements, (c) discreteness 
of the items, (d) any duplication of items, (e) appropriateness of the 
items to pre-service education needs, (f) the categorization or group-
ing of the items, and (g) the terminology (whether the items were 
stated in performance terms that could be used as curriculum objectives). 
Their responses were consolidated into a revised list based ~n their 
recommendations. Each competency item was re-analyzed to see that it 
was consistent in terminology and was actually a competency statement. 
The educators were asked to rate the level of competency possessed 
by beginning Extension personnel and the level of competency desired of 
beginning personnel on a five-point scale (none, low, medium, high, 
very high). The Extension educators were asked to rate each of the 
same 89 competencies on the same scale as to the level of competence 
possessed by students who complete courses compared to the level of 
competence desired of students who complete courses relating to Exten-
sion education. A five-point scale was used because it provided the 
necessary range of choices needed to differentiate the degree of 
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competence perceived by the respondents. This type of scale is refer-
red to as a standard scale by Hoppe and Parsons (14). It is actually a 
Likert type scale using five points rather than seven. 
After the questionnaire was completed it was reduced in size so 
that it would fit on two pages printed back to back. The employers' 
questionnaire was printed on yellow paper to differentiate it from the 
educators' version which was printed on green paper. Before the cover 
letter was prepared, the questionnaire was tested on two of the Agricul-
tural Education Department members for ease in reading and clarity of 
instructions. It was found in both cases that the directions given 
were communicating the intended message and creating the desired re-
sponse. Only minor changes were made in wording following the tests. 
Analysis of Data 
Analysis of state of the art data was accomplished using descrip-
tive statistics; namely, frequency counts, percentages, and cross tabu-
lation of various items. Crosstabs included a comparison by states 
with the responses to the question on the adequacy of pre-service train-
ing of new Extension workers, with the percentages of new Extension 
workers from different kinds of higher education institutions and the 
different colleges or departments, and with the required degrees for 
entry into Extension employment. 
In treating the competency portion of the study, the means of all 
of the responses by each of the groups of respondents were used as the 
measure of the level of competence either possessed or desired. The 
following va 1 ue ranges determined into which the category the means 
fit: 0-1.49, none; 1.50-2.49, low; 2.50-3.49, medium; 3.50-4.49, high; 
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and 4.50-5.0, very high. 
A paired samples t-test was utilized to determine the statistical 
significance of the differences in means between the possessed and the 
desired level of competence for each of the 89 competencies. This test 
was appropriate because a comparison was being made between the two re-
sponses given by the same individual for each competency (26). 
To compute the 1 t 1 for paired samples, the paired differ-
ence variable D =2X1 - X2 is formed ... The sample mean and 
variance (a and sa ) are computed, and then 
t =· d - 6 
SJ 
df = n - 1 where n is the number of pairs, and 
s- -d -
(EX11X2i)/(n - 1) is'the co-variance 
p. 270). 
2Ex1x2 -n--~, )/n 
between x1 and x2 (26, 
The t-test was used to determine if there was any significant dif-
ference in group means between the level of possessed competency per-
ceived by the two groups (employers and educators) of independent sam-
ples. The same t-test between groups was used for the means of respon-
ses for the desired levels of competency. 
11 Given populatfons with unequal variances, 1 t 1 cannot be computed 
for the difference in sample means. Instead, an approximation to 1t 1 
may be computed, 11 according to the authors of the SPSS computer pro-
gram used to make this analysis (26, p. 269). The formula used is 
t = 
The null hypotheses for the study given in Chapter I were tested 
at the .05 level of significance. To reject the null hypothesis 
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required that the t-tests showed a significance level higher than .05. 
Rejection of the null hypothesis would mean that there was a significant 
difference in the means of the responses (beyond that expected by 
chance) given for possessed and desired levels of competence for the 
paired t-tests and a significant difference in means of the two groups 
of respondents for the possessed and desired levels of compet~nce for 
each competency. 
The total list of competencies was ranked by the means for the 
possessed and desired levels of competence and by the differences in 
means between the desired and po~sessed levels according to the respon-
ses of both groups. Then they were ranked within each of the nine sub-
ject categories. Grand means were also calculated for each group of 
competencies so that the subject categories could be ranked. 
CHAPTER IV 
PRESENTATION AND ANALYSIS OF DATA 
Introduction 
The presentation and analysis of data will be done in relationship 
to the objectives of the study. The first objective of this study was 
to determine and describe what has been and is being done in terms of 
pre-~ervice Cooperative Extension education in the United States. The 
findings that follow are based on the responses of 205 Extension employ-
ees from 25 states and the Virgin Islands and 47 Extension ~ducators 
from 46 states and the Virgin Islands (Figure 1). 
The largest group of employer respondents were district or area 
_directors or agents (Figure 2) and the majority of educator respondents 
were Cooperative Extension administrators and staff development coordin-
ators (Figure 3). 
Responses to the employer instrument ranged from 1 to 23 per state. 
No questionnaires were sent to 13 states, because of a lack of response 
from the personnel director to the request for .names and addresses of 
potential respondents. 
Three hundred sixteen questionnaires were sent to the employer 
group. Two hundred five were returned for a sixty-five percent return. 
Since no names were asked for on the questionnaire, the researcher had 
no way of knowing who had not responded. One follow-up letter to all 
of those in the study asking for a quick return and thanking those who 
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co 6/1 
L._!O 
......1 •• 
NO 8/1 
SD 7/1 
NB 4/1 * 
KS 2/1 
' OK 4/1 * 
TX 0/1 * 
o ·oo. zoo xio 
MILES 
o1 Top number equals employer respondents to instrument. 0 Bottom number equals educator respondents . 
* indicates educator respondents who completed the 
competency portion of the instrument. 
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F1gure 1. Distribution of Respondents by Type and State. 
District/Area 
Directors 
116 
Personnel 
79 
Extension Staff 
Development 
Coordinators 
20 
Extension 
Administrator 
8 
Figure 2. Distribution of Ex-
tension Employer 
Respondents 
Figure 3. Distribution of Ex-
tension Educator 
Respondents 
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had already responded was sent. It also served to explain the question 
regarding why the study did not cover subject matter competence and 
that the study was limited to undergraduate education. (See Appendix A 
for a copy of the letter.) 
Only one educator per state was asked to respond based on the 
names provided in the responses to the preliminary survey. Of those, 
47 who were asked to fill out the educator version of the instrument, 
23 replied with a completed questionnaire. Twenty-four respondents 
only completed the first seven questions on the questionnaire. These 
response patterns resulted in state of the art data from 46 states plus 
the Virgin 1 Islands. Only the states of Illinois, Nevada, New York and 
Rhode Island were npt represented in the data collected from the educa-
tors' sample, although letters from the representatives of Illinois and 
New York gave some information which is included. No evidence was 
found in the literature to indicate that any of the four states have an 
Extension education degree program. 
Findings 
State of the Art 
According to the responses, there are undergraduate Extension edu-
cation programs in the states of Arizona, Georgia, Maryland, Mississippi, 
New Mexico, Florida and Wisconsin. In four other states, some of the 
employer respondents felt that there is a degree program in Extension 
education. This may be due to lack of clarity of the question since it 
didn't specify undergraduate and/or because there are undergraduate 
courses relating to Extension, but not a major or degree program accord-
ing to the educators in those states. One other state yielded an 
\ 
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overwhelming yes response to the question, but since that state re-
quires a Master of Science degree, their responses were accepted as 
correctly reflecting the situation even though there is no undergradu-
ate degree or major. That state does have a graduate program which 
serves as a pre-service education program. 
' The responses to the question as to the degree required of new Ex-
tension workers showed that 27 state~ and the Virgin Islands only re-
quire a Bachelor of Science degree for initial employment as an Exten-( 
sion agent. Eight states require a Master of Science degree. These 
include Alaska, Idaho, Missouri, Nebraska, Nevada, New Jersey, Ohio, 
a~d Rhode Island. None of these states has an undergraduate Extension 
education program. 
Replies to the question, 11 To what extent do you think the present 
pre-service Extension education for new Extension workers is adequate?· 11 
resulted in an overall mean of 1.47. Orr a scale of 1.0 to 1.49 =not 
adequate and 1.50 to 2.49 =adequate that would indicate that pre-ser-
vice Extension education is not adequate. More district or area 
directors and respondents in state positions felt that pre-service edu-
cation is not adequate (see Table I). 
Analysis was also made of the responses by the employer group for 
each state. The responses were averaged. In terms of adequacy of pre-
service Extension education by states, according to the employers, the 
research shows that in 19 states the pre-service education is not ade-
quate, and in 17 states, it is adequate. Means of state ratings ranged 
from 1.0 to 1.78, bearing in mind that in 8 states there was only one 
employer respondent. 
Results regarding colleges and departments as the source of new 
Position Type 
TABLE I 
RESPONSES TO THE ADEQUACY OF PRE-SERVICE 
EXTENSION EDUCATION BY POSITION 
Number of Resoonses 
Not Adequate(l) Adequate(2) Very Adequate(3) 
Dist/Area Director 55 51 l 
State Pas iti on 42 30 l 
Others 4 4 
Totals l 01 85 2 
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Means 
1 .495 
l. 438 
1.500 
l .473 
Extension workers showed that 75 percent are regarded as coming from 
the land grant universities with 18 percent coming from state universi-
ties. The other seven percent came from other institutions of higher 
education. The percentages ranged from 15 to 99 for the land grant 
universities with a mode of 30 percent. The percentages for the state· 
universities ranged from l to 95 wi.th a mode of 28. All others ranged 
from 1 to 55 percent with a mode of 10. 
Forty-six percent of the new Extension workers have majored in 
Agriculture or Home Economics subject fields with a range of l to 99 
percent and a mode of 40. The next highest source of new workers 
according to the employer respondents is Home Economics education with 
a mean percentage of 24. The range was 4 to 90 with 30 percent and 20 
percent having the highest frequencies, respectively. 
Agricultural education was the fourth ranked Source of new 
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Extension workers with 17 percent of the new workers coming from those 
departments. The means of the other categories were: other, 6 percent; 
education, 5 percent; and Extension education, 4 percent. 
In comparison, the educators reported that of those states having 
a degree or major program in Extension education, that six are located 
in the co 11 ege of agriculture and one is an i nterco 11 ege program between 
·agriculture and home economics. Of the six that are in the college of 
agriculture, four are in the department of Agricultural Extension, one 
is in the Agricultural Education department, and one is in the Continu-
ing and Vocational Education Department. The other one is co-sponsored 
by the Agriculture and Home Economics Education departments. 
The full-time equivalents assigned to undergraduate Extension edu-
cation totaled 13. Responses ranged from one-tenth to one and a half 
F.T.E. 's. Wisconsin, Maryland, and Mississippi each reported one and a 
half. Twenty-one responses by the educator group said that some por-
tion of the faculty time was assigned to undergraduate Extension educa-
tion. The other states that replied to the F.T.E. question were: Ariz-
ona, Connecticut, Idaho, Iowa, Kentucky, Louisiana, Minnesota, Missouri, 
Montana, Ohio, Oregon, Pennsylvania, South Dakota, Tennessee, Texas, 
Vermont, West Virginia, and Wyoming. 
The states that had a degree program in Extension education (with 
the exception of Georgia) at the undergraduate level indicated a total 
·enrollment of 268. They reported 79 graduates last year. Kentucky, 
Texas, and South Dakota also reported enrollment and graduate figures. 
In some cases these state figures included the total departmental en-
rollment; therefore, the accurate figures for Extension education stu-
dents could not be given. Thirty-seven universities were found to offer 
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course work in at least one of the nine course categories studied. Col-
orado and Ohio responded as having course work in all nine categories, 
even though they did not have a major or degree program as such. Only 
one of the respondents that professed to having an Extension education 
program said that their university offered course work in all nine cate-
gories; namely, Arizona. 
Table II shows the response to the courses in relation as to 
whether the state had an undergraduate Extension education program. 
University 
Arizona 
California 
Colorado 
Connecticut 
Florida 
Georgia 
Idaho 
Illinois 
Iowa 
Kansas 
Kentucky 
Louisiana 
TABLE II 
DEGREE OR MAJOR AND IDENTIFIED STUDY AREAS 
OFFERED BY 37 STATES 
Degree Areas in Which Course Work 
or Major l 2 3 4 5 6 
Yes x x x ·x x x 
No x x 
-
No x x x x x x 
No x 
Yes x x 
Yes x x ·X x 
No x 
No x x x x 
No x x x x 
No x x 
No x 
No x x x 
is Offered.* 
7 8 
x x 
x x 
x x 
x 
x 
x 
x x 
9 
x 
x 
x 
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TABLE I I (CONTINUED) ' 
Degree Areas ih Which Co~rse Work ·c:; Offered* 
University or Major l 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Maryland Yes x x x x x x x 
Michigan No x 
Minnesota No x x x x 
Mississippi Yes x x x x x x 
Missouri No x 
Montana No x x 
Nebraska No x x x x x x 
New Hampshire No x 
New Jersey No x x x x x x 
New Mexico Yes x x x x x 
North Dakota No x x x 
Ohio No x x x x x x x x x 
Oklahoma No x x x 
Oregon No x x x x x x 
Pennsylvania No x x x x x x x 
Rhode Island No x 
South Carolina No x 
South Dakota No x x x x x x 
Tennessee No x 
Texas No x 
Utah No x x x x 
Virginia No x 
West Virginia No x x x x x x 
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TABLE II (CONTINUED) 
Degree Areas 
University or Major 1 2 
Wisconsin Yes x x 
Wyoming No x 
Totals 24 18 
* 1. Extension Organization, 
Philosophy, Objectives 
2. Extension Teaching 
3. Program Planning 
4. Program Evaluation 
5. Leadership 
in Which Course Work is Offered* 
3 4 5 6 7 8 
x x x x x x 
--
19 10 13 14 21 18 
6. Youth Education 
7. Communication Skills 
8. Adult Education 
9. Management, Supervision, 
Administration 
9 
9 
A description of the programs of the other universities identified 
by this study as having Extension education undergraduate curricula is 
necessary to complete the state of the art portion of the findings. 
The .Georgia, New M~xico, Florida, and Wisconsin programs were explained 
in the review of the literature based on current catalogs and informa-
tion. That leaves Mississippi, Maryland; and Arizona to be described. 
Mississippi State University (5) offers an Agriculture and Exten-
sion Education degree at the undergraduate level. Four options are 
available, three of which comply with the state teacher certification 
requirements and one which is a non-teaching option. Sixteen undergrad-
uate courses are offered by the department of Agriculture and Extension 
Educ a ti on. · Twenty-four hours of course work are required under the 
teaching options and the Directed Teaching hours are exempted from the 
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non-teaching option. There are fifteen hours allowed for free electives 
under all options. It appears to the author that an aspiring Extension 
worker could build a good undergraduate program under any of the options 
by including the Supervised Field Experience with a combination of the 
available courses based upon their interest. 
The University of Maryland (36) has an Extension education option 
in their Agriculture and Extension Education department. In addition 
to the core curriculum which includes a course in Teaching Materials 
and Demonstrations, the Extension Education majors take courses in So-
cial Psychology, Developing Youth Programs, Directed Experience in Ex-
tension Education, Program Planning in Extension Education, Extension 
Education, and Extension Communications.· Beyond this, the students can 
choose the Agricultural Science option or the Youth Development option. 
The University of Arizona Extension Education curriculum is new 
and has not been included in the ~ollege catalog yet. The information 
the researcher received came directly from Dr. Arlin Etling (11) in 
December 1976. The University offers the following courses for Exten-
sion education students in the Department of Agriculture Education: 
Introduction to Agriculture Teaching and Extension, Freshman and Sopho-
more seminars, Youth Leadership Development, Philosophy and Organiza-
tion of Extension, Community Relations in Vocational Extension Educa-
tion, Program Planning in Extension Supervised Field Experience, Work-
shop in Extension Office Skills, Community Communications Media, Visual 
and Auditory Aids in Teaching, and a one- to three-credit Individual 
Study Course. All of these courses are buil~ around the list of com-
petencies researched by Itulya (18). The courses are cross-listed in 
the Colleges of Agriculture, Home Economics and Education. 
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Competencies 
The second objective of this study was to synthesize and categor-
ize a list of non-technical subject matter (professional) competencies 
for beginning Extension workers. This objective was accomplished dur-
ing the development of the research instrument as described in Chapter 
III. The list of eighty-nine competencies included on the instruments 
(see Appendix B) for both the employers and educators were grouped into 
nine subject categories by the researcher for analysis as sho~n in Ta-
bles III and IV. 
The third objective considered stated that the study would deter-
mine and compare the desired and possessed levels of ~ompetence for the 
selected list of competencies as perceived by selected Cooperative Ex-
tension employers and selected Extension educators. Two hundred and 
five responses by employers and twenty completed instruments from the 
educators provided the data for the following analysis. Four null hypo-
theses were tested for this objective. 
The first null hypothesis tested read: "There is no difference be-
tween the level of competency possessed by new Extension workers as per-
ceived by employers and the level of competence possessed by students 
who complete courses as perceived by the Extension educators in each of 
the selected competencies." The researcher chose to test the hypothesis 
at the .05 level of significance. The actual probability lev.el is 
shown for the t-test of each competency in Appendix E. Thirty-five com-
petencies were considered to have a significant difference (see those 
marked with an asterisk in Table III in possessed level difference col-
umn) leaving fifty-four competencies that did not show a significant 
difference. The null hypothesis is rejected for those competencies 
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that did have a significant difference. 
The subject area with the greatest difference in the possessed 
level of competence between the employers and educators is Extension 
Organization, Philosophy and Objectives. All four of the competencies 
put in this category by the author showed a difference of over one 
point (low to medium level of competence). In other words, the educa-
tors feel that the beginning Extension workers are much more competent 
in this area than the employers do. Both of the adult education compe-
tencies also showed a significant difference although the differences 
were lower than the Extension organization group. Twelve of the fif-
teen competencies in the program planning category showed a significant 
difference in regard to the possessed level of competence. Differences 
ranged from .24 to .94 between the employers and educators group means 
with the educators' ratings all being higher than those of the employ-
ers. 
The educators perceived the possessed level of competence as being 
higher than did the employers in all but twelve of the competencies al-
though only one competency was significantly different at the .05 level; 
namely, "strike up a conversation with anyone; 11 The number of competen-
cies with significant differences and their identification numbers by 
categories are as follows: Leadership, two (l and 6); Teaching Methods, 
five (9, 12, 14, 17, 21); Youth Education, two {33 and 35); Program 
Evaluation, three (51, 57, 58); Communication Skills, four (69, 73, 74, 
75); Management, Administration, Supervision, no significant differences. 
The second hypothesis under objective three read: 11 There is no d if-
ference between the level of competence desired of new Extension workers 
as perceived by employers and the level of competence desired by 
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educators of students who complete course::> related to Extension work. 11 
The .05 level of significance was the criteria for acceptance of the 
nu 11 hypothesis again. Tab le I II presents the competency~by-competency · 
findings related to this hypothesis. Only three (those marked by an 
asterisk) had a significant difference. Two of the three competencies 
that had a significant difference for the desired level of competence 
were also significantly different between the employers and educators 
for the possessed levels. 
Competency number 25 (describe the ~ccepted role of an Extension 
·Agent and Specialist) showed a mean.difference on the possessed criter-
ia between the perceived levels of the employers and educators of 1.046 
while the difference in means of desirability was .447. Competency 46 
(describe the program planning process and apply it to an expressed 
problem) had a mean difference for the possessed level of 1.175 and 
· .435 for the desired level of competence. The educators indicated a 
slightly lower level of desirability for forty-three competencies as 
indicated by minus signs in front of the difference in means, but never-
theless there is general agreement on eighty-six of the competencies. 
The third hypothesis stated in the objectives read, "There is no 
difference between the means of the possessed level and desired level 
of each of the selected competencies as rerceived by Extension employ-
ers. 11 Table III contains data related to this hypothesis. To be con-
sidered as showing a significant difference at the .05 level, a t value 
of more than l .645 is required. All of the eighty-nine·competenci~s 
had a significant difference. Therefore, the null hypothesis is re-
jected in all instances. 
The fourth hypothesis read: 11 There is no significant difference 
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between the level of competence possessed by students who complete Ex-
tension related courses and the level of competency desired of students 
I 
who complete the courses for each of the selected competencies as per-
ceived by Extension educators. 11 Table III also illustrates the find-
ings that relate to tnis hypothesis under the educators column heading. 
The t value of significance at the .05 level for this hypothesis is 
2.093 at 19 degrees of freedom, so any t value over that is significant. 
All but eight of the 89 competencies showed a significant differ-
ence; namely, competencies 10, 11, 18, 23, 26, 27, 74, 75. Eighty-four 
competencies had a greater difference as evaluated by the employers. 
The other five were evaluated as more different by the educators; name-
ly, competencies 31, 59, 68, 72, and 73. Three of them were in the com-
munication skills category. 
Combined means were calculated for each test (desired levels, 
possessed levels and the difference) on each competency, and presented 
in Table III. This was done by totaling the scores of all respondents 
and dividing by the total number of respondents. The author felt that 
such a mean would best represent the combined thinking of the employers 
and educators. He also concluded that the combined mean would be most 
generalizable to the whole population based on the premise that each 
group of respondents represents a nearly equal proportion (40%) of the 
whole population. The combined means were used as the basis of recom-
mendations given in Chapter V. 
The fourth objective was to establish the relative importance of 
the competencies for beginning Extension workers. The method for ac-
complishing this objective was to use the computer to rank the means 
of the possessed and desired levels of the eighty-nine competencies as 
Subject Cateoory 
Leadership 
Adult 
Education 
Teaching 
Methods 
Extension 
Oraani zati on, 
Philosophy, 
Objectives 
Youth 
Education 
TABLE III 
COMPARING RATING MEANS OF POSSESSED AND DESIRED LEVELS OF COMPETENCE 
. OF NEW EX TENS ION WORKERS FOR SELECTED COMPETENCIES AS 
PERCEIVED BY EMPLOYERS AND EDUCATORS 
~·~eans of PossesseC Levels of Competence '·'eans of Desired Levels of Comoetence Difference Between 
Difference of Difference at Possessed and no,ir"" MooM 
Corrpetency Ernol ayers Educators Emp 1 ayers and Combined Employers Educators Employers and (4) Combined 1".mployers Educators Combined 
Number (l) Ratings(2) Ratinos(3)Educators Ratings Ratings Ratinqs(2) Ratings(3) Educators Ratings Ratings Ratings(2) Ratings(3) Ratings 
l 2. 32 2. 90 . 58* 2. 37 3. 55 3. 55 .00 3.55 l .23* ,65* 1.18 
2 2 .20 2. 63 .43 2.24 3. 62 3.90 . 28 3.64 1 .41*. 1 .26* 1.40 
3 2. 99 3. 26 . 27 3.01 4.00 4.05 .05 4. 00 1.01* .79* .99 
4 2. 74 2.68 -.% 2 .73 3 .17 3. 00 - .17 3.16 .44* .32* .43 
5 2. 35 2.68 . 33 2 .38 3.80 3 .84 .04 3.80 1.44* 1.16* 1.42 
I 
3.78' 6 2. 28 2.80 . 52* 2 .33 3.77 3 .85 .08 1.47* 1.05* 1.43 
7 2. 31 3. 15 .84* 2 .39 3 .56 3 .65 .09 3. 57 1.25* . 50* 1.18 
8 2 .62 3 .15 . 53* 2 .67 3.77 3.80 .03 3.77 1.14* . 65* 1.10 
9 2 .32 3.10 . 78* 2 .39 3 .62 3. 75 .13 3.63 1.30* .65* 1.24 
10 2.85 3. 05 . 20 2 .R7 3. 71 3 .37 -.34 3.58 .86* .32 .81 
11 2. 97 2.89 - .08 2 .96 3 .52 3 .05 -.47 3.48 .56* .16 153 
12 2. 22 3 .00 .78* 2 .29 3 .67 3 .85 .18 3.69 1.46* .85* 1.40 
13 2. 74 3 .05 . 31 2. 77 3 .65 3.40 - .25 3.62 . 91* . 35* .86 
14 2 .42 3 .16 . 74* 2 .48 3 .74 3 .74 .00 3 ,74 l. 31* .58* 1.25 
15 2. 92 2.84 - .08 2. 91 3 .69 3 .32 - .37 3 .66 .77* .47* .75 
16 2.37 2. 53 .16 2 .39 3. 31 3.21 - .10 3. 30 .93* .68* . 91 
17 2. 35 2. 95 . 60* 2 .40 3 .49 3. 58 . 09 3 .50 1.14* .63* 1.10 
18 2 .85 2. 74 - .11 2 .84 3 .45 2. 95 -. 50 3.41 .60* .21 .57 
19 2. 72 3 .21 .49 2. 76 3 .85 3 .74 - .11 3.84 1.14* . 53* 1. 09 
-20 \ 2 .80 3. 21 .41 2 .84 3. 95 3.89 - .06 3. 95 1.14* .68* 1. l 0 
21 2. 04 2.44 .40* 2.07 3 .32 3. 37 .05 3.33 1.28* .94* 1.25 
22 2. 78 3. 00 . 22 2 .80 3 .60 3 .35 - . 25 3.58 .82* .35* . 78 
23 2. 64 2. 58 - . 06 2 .63 3 .11 2.84 - .27 3. 09 .47* .26 .45 
24 1. 97 3 .15 l. 18* 2 .08 3 .32 3. 70 .38 3.35 1 .35* .55* 1.27 
25 2 .15 3. 20 1 .05* 2. 25 3 .40 3.84 .44* 3.43 1.24* .63* 1.18 
26 2 .05 3.20 1.15* 2 .15 3 .30 3. 55 . 25 3.32 1.25* .35 1.17 
27 l. 90 2. 95 l .05* 1. 99 3 .06 3. 30 .24 3.09 1.17* .35 1.10 
28 2. 72 3 .05 . 33 2. 75 3 .61 3. 50 - .11 3.60 .89* .45* .85 
29 2 .49 3. 00 . 52 2. 53 I 3 .45 3. 55 .10 3. 46 .96* . 55* . 92 
TABLE III (CONTINUED) 
----·---·----- - -· 
'1eans of Possessed Levels of Competence Means of Desired Levels of Competence Difference Between 
uifference of Ultterence ot Possessed and Desi red Mean~ 
Cornnetencv Emp 1 ayers Edu ca tors Emo 1 ayers and Combined Emp 1 ayers Edu ca tors Employers and (4) Combined Employers .. rnucators Combined 
Subject Cateoory Number (l} Ratings(2) Ratings(3)Educators Ratings Ratings Ratings(2) Ratings(3) Educators Ratings Ratings Ratings(.2) Ratings(3) Ratings 
30 2.71 2.85 .14 2.72 3.62 3.40 -.22 3.60 .91* .55* .88 
31 2.49 2.74 .25 2.51 3.13 3.63 .50 3.17 .65* .89* .66 
32 2.69 3.15 .46 2.73 3.71 3.75 .04 3.72 l.03* .60* .99 
33 2.26 2.84 .58* 2.31 3.54 3.58 .04 3.54 1.28* .74* 1.23 
34 2.40 2.80 .40 2.43 3.49 3.45 -.04 3.49 l.09* .65* 1.05 
35 2.36 2.95 .59* 2.41 3.62 3.68 .06 3.62 1.27* .74* l.22 
Program Pl annin9 36 2.02 2. 75 .73* 2.09 3.80 3.90 .10 3.81 1.78* l.15~ l.72 
37 2.37 3.05 .68* 2.43 3 .74 3.95 .21 3.76 1.37* .89* l.33 
38 2.45 3.20 .75* 2 .52 3.67 3.90 .23 3.69 l.22* .70* l.17 
39 2.02 2.85 .83* 2.10 3.55 3.75 .20 3.56 1.52* .90* l.46 
40 2.04 2.70 .65* 2.10 3.42 3.40 -.02 3.41 1.38* .70* 1.32 
41 l.95 2.58 .63* 2.01 3.63 3.58 -.05 3.62 l.68* l.00* l.62 
42 2.07 2.74 .67* 2 .13 3 .57 3.58 .01 3.57 i .SO* .84* l.44 
43 2.31 2.84 .53* 2.35 3.50 3.53 .03 3.50 1.20* .68* 1.15 
44 2.01 2.65 .64* 2.07 3.37 3.55 .18 3.39 1.37* .90* l.32 
45 2.07 2.55 .48 2.11 3.42 3.45 .03 3.42 l.35* .90* 1.31 
46 2.01 2.95 .94* 2.09 3.46 3.90 .44* 3.50 1.45* .95* 1.41 
47 2.13 2.55 .42 2.17 3.60 3.75 .15 3.62 1.48* 1.20* l .45 
48 2.51 2.79 .28 2.53 3.45 3.58 .13 3.46 .95* .79* .93 
49 2.11 2.63 .52* 2.16 3.36 3.47 .11 3.37 l.25* .84* 1.21 
50 2.42 3.05 .63'* 2.48 3.63 3.70 .07 3.64 1.22* .65* 1.17 
Program Eva 1 uation 51 l.93 2.55 .62* l.98 3.34 3.65 .31 3.37 1.41* l.10* 1.38 
52 2.03 2.50 .47 2.08 3.57 3.95 .38 3.61 1.54* 1.42* 1.53 
53 l.97 2.37 .40 2.01 3.39 3 .53 .14 3.40 1.41* 1.16* l.39 
54 2.15 2. 53 .38 2.18 3.60 3.79 .19 3.62 1.46* 1.26* 1.44 
55 2.17 2.42 .25 2.19 3.27 3.47 .20 3.29 1.11* 1.05* 1.10 
56 2.33 2. 79 .46 2.37 3.45 3.58 .13 3.46 1.12* .79* 1.09 
57 2.48 2.89 .41* 2.52 3.70 3.84 .14 3.71 l.22* .95* 1.19 
58 2.13 2.58 .45* 2.17 3.58 4.00 .42 3.62 1.45* 1.42* 1.45 
59 2.26 2.37 .11 2.27 3.33 3.47 .14 3.34 1.08* 1.11* 1.08 
60 2.19 2.21 .02 2.19 3.66 3.32 -.34 3.63 1.48* l.11* 1.44 
TABLE III (CONTINUED) 
-------~---
---- ~-------- ---- --------- ~· 
I !·1eans oi' Possessed Levels of Comoetence Means of Desired levei s of ComoetencP Difference Between 
uitterence at 
Competency Employers Educators Employers and (4) Combined Empl ayers Educators 
Subject Category Nuir.ber (1) Ratings(2) Ratings(3)Educators Ratinqs Ratings Pa tings (2) Ratings(3) 
Communication Skills 61 2.60 3.10 .50 2 .65 3.73 3.40 
62 2.64 2. 95 .31 2.67 3.68 3.40 
fi? 2.45 2 .80 .35 2.48 3.63 3.45 
64 2.81 3 .05 .24 2 .e1 3.86 3.80 
65 2 .8" 2.85 .01 2 .84 3. 98 3 .80 
66 2. 98 2 .85 - .05 ( .89 3.88 3.60 
67 2. 72 2 .85 .13 2.73 3.87 3.75 
68 3.02 2. 79 -.23 3.01 3.49 3 .37 
69 2.29 2. 70 .41* 2 .32 3.80 3.80 
7Q 2 .91 2 .95 .04 2.92 4.08 3. 95 
71 2.63 2.80 .17 2.64 3.62 3 .45 
72 2. 96 2.72 - .24 2. 94 3.83 3. 72 
73 3.13 2.72 -.41 * 3.10 3.73 3 .39 
74 2.48 2.95 .47* 2 .52 3 .35 3.35 
75 2.49 3.16 .67* 2 .55 3 .45 3.50 
76 2. 36 2.50 .14 2 .38 3.12 2.95 
77 2.83 2. 95 .12 2.84 3.62 3.55 
Management, 78 2. 54 2 .84 .30 2.57 3.67 3.74 
Administration, 79 2.87 2 .95 .08 2 .87 3.83 3 .63 Supervisior. 
80 2.54 2 .68 .14 2 .55 3.88 3 .63 
81 2 .56 2 .63 .07 2 .57 3 .51 3 .32 
82 2.75 2.85 .10 2. 76 4 .07 3.90 
83 2 .45 2. 58 .13 2.46 3 .85 3 .89 
84 2.75 2179 .04 2 .75 3.71 3.58 
85 2. 93 2.84 - .09 2.92 3. 96 3.58 
86 1. 99 2 .11 .12 2 .01 3.06 2. 90 
87 2.50 2 .37 - . l.l 2.49 3.41 3 .11 
88 2. 55 2. 53 -.02 2.55 3 .41 3 .11 
89 3.06 3 .16 .10 3.07 I 4.29 4.21 
··--
1. Competency number refers to competencies listed in the instruments found in ~ppendix B. 
2. The number of employer respondents for each competency ranged from 198-203. 
3. The number of educators respondents for each competency ranged from 18-20. 
4. The difference is based upon tho educators rating means compared to the employers mean ratings. 
(*) indicates there is d significant difference at tne .05 level 
u1nerence ct Possessed and Desired Means 
Ernpl eyers and (4) Combined Employers Educators Combine 
Educators Ratings R•tings Ratings(2) Ratings Ratings 
-.33 3.70 "1.13+ .30* 1.06 
- .28 3.65 1.03* .45* .98 
-.18 3.62 1.19* .65* 1.14 
-.06 3.85 1.04* .75* 1.02 
-.18 3 .96 1.14* .95* 1.12 
- .28 3.86 .98* . 75* .96 
- .12 3.86 1.14* .90* 1.12 
- .12 3.48 .46* .58* .47 
.00 3.80 1.52* 1.1 o• 1.48 
-.13 4.07 l; 17* 1.00* 1.16 
-.17 3.61 l .00* .65' .96 
-.11 3.82 .87* 1.00* .87 
-.34 3.70 .59* .67* .60 
.00 3 .35 .88* .40 .83 
.05 3.46 .96* .32 .90 
- .17 3.10 .76* .45* .73 
-.07 3.62 • 79* .60* .77 
.07 3.67 1.13* .89* 1.11 
-.20 3 .81 .97" .68* . 94 
-.25 3.85 1.34* .95* 1. Ji 
-.19 3.50 .96* .68* . 94 
-.17 4.06 l .32* 1 .05* 1.29 
.04 3.86 1.40* 1.32* 1.40 
-.13 3.70 .97* .79* .95 
-.38 3.93 1.04* .74* 1.01 
-.16 3.05 1.06* .79* 1.04 
- . 30 3.38 .90* .74* .89 
- .30 3.39 .86* .58* .84 
- .08 4.28 1.23* 1 .05* 1.21 
-· 
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perceived by the employers and educators. Table IV displays the over-
all ranks of the competencies and ranks of the competencies within each 
' 
subject category. The overall ranks of the combined means are also dis-
played. 
The following list presents the fifty top ranked competencies ac-
cording to the combined desired means. Those marked with an asterisk 
(*) are the ones for which the combined means of the difference between 
the desired and possessed levels ranked in the top fifty also. The num-
bers in parentheses are the number of the competency on the instrument 
(Appendix B). 
*l. (89) Work as a team member. 
*2. (70) Attain and maintain healthy and positive communica-
tions with other members on the staff and adminis-
trators. 
*3. (82) Make good use of own time. 
4. ( 3) Work effectively with youth and adult groups. 
*5. (65) Write well-constructed personal letters. 
*6. (20) Use proper teaching procedures in presenting infor-
mation. 
7. (85) Handle calls and correspondence efficiently and 
effectively. 
*8. (67) Recall specific details essential to a discussion 
or presentation for future use (listening skill). 
9. (66) Explain directions and information effectively and 
efficiently. 
*10. (83) Delegate work that could and should be done by others. 
*11. (80) Relate to county and state government sponsors in 
order to maintain strong support for Cooperative 
Extension. 
12. (64) Prepare and present a speech effectively. 
13. (19) Plan, organize, and conduct and educational event. 
competency 
Subject Category Number 
Leadership l 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Adult Education 7 
8 
Teaching Methods 9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
Extension (lrgani- 24 
zation, Philosophy 25 
and Objectives 
26 
. 27 
Youth Education 28 
29 
TABLE IV 
OVERALL AND CATEGORICAL RANKING OF SELECTED COMPETENCIES ACCORDING 
TO POSSESSED AND DESIRED LEVELS OF COMPETENCE AS PERCEIVED 
BY EMPLOYERS AND EDUCATORS OF NEW EXTENSION WORKERS 
Posses sea Leve 1 s ot competence Desired Levels of Competence unrerence =Des1re0 ~anE-~ossesse<l RiinRs 
uvera 11 Kan Ks KanK in category uvera 11 KanKs KanK in category uvera 1 1 Kan Ks . Kan~ , n .ategory 
Employers Educators Combined Employers Educators Employers Educators Combined Employers Educators Empl ayers Educators CombfnecL Employers Educators 
57 34 58 4 2. 53 52 54 5 5 36 58 36 I 4 5 
66 69 67 6 6 40 11 34 4 2 15 4 15 I 3 l I 
4 1 3 l l 4 2 4 1 1 61 36 59 I 5 4 
22 65 24 2 5 B4 85 85 6 6 89 84 89 
I 
6 6 
54 64 56 3 4 18 17 17 2 4 14 7 12 2 2 
62 49 61 5 3 19 15 19 3 3 9 16 11 I 1 3 
59 13 54 2 1/2 52 :i6 52 2 2 32 73 35 I 1 2 
31 12 28 l 1/2 20 19 20 1 1 44 57 48 2 l 
58 14 53 13 4 43 26 36 8 3 27 56 28 I 3 5 
12 17 12 3 5 27 73 30 4 9 78 83 78 10 12 
5 35 5 l 10 56 84 62 10 13 86 89 86 14 15 
65 24 64 14 B 31 14 29 6 2 10 33 14 1 2 
21 20 19 7 6 35 67 39 7 7 71 B2 74 9 11 
47 7 45 10 3 22 30 22 3 5 26 66 27 2 7 
B 45 9 2 11 29 77. 32 5 11 . 81 74 . 81 12 9 
50 7B 55 11 14 Bl 81 82 14 12 70 50 69 8 4 
55 32 52 12 9 61 43 59 11 6 47 63 49 6 6 
13 59 16 4 12 66 87 70 12 14 84 88 85 13 14 
25 3 21 8 2 13 29 13 2 4 48 72 52 7 8 
17 2 14 5 1 7 10 6 l 1 46 49 47 5 3 
77 83 83 
I 
15 15 79 72 80 13 8 29 25 26 I 4 1 
18 23 18 6 7 4B 75 50 9 10 79 Bl 79 I 11 10 
29 72 32 9 13 87 89 87 15 15 87 87 88 I 15 13 B5 11 81 3 3 80 33 ! I 2 2 23 71 25 1 2 
69 6 66 1 2 72 16 67 1 l 34 62 34 3 1 
76 5 74 2 1 82 51 81 3 3 31 80 38 
I 2 4 i 
I 
89 25 BB 4 4 88 80 88 4 4 43 79 50 I 4 3 23 19 22 l 2 45 57 48 4 6 74 75 75 7 8 
22 38 'i 3 67 50 65 7 5 67 70 68 
I 5 7 41 I (J'1 
co 
TABLE IV (CONTINUED) 
-- ! Possessed Levels of Competence I Des ired Leve 1 s of Competence 
Compete I . uvera 1 1 Kan Ks KanK in category uvera 1 1 KanKs Rank in Category 
Subject Category Number ncy, Ernpl ayers Educators Combfoed Employers Educators Empl ayers Educators Combined Ernpl ayers Educators 
30 i 26 38 27 2 5 44 66 49 3 8 
31 40 58 43 4 8 85 38 84 8 3 
32 27 10 26 3 l 26 25 23 1 l 
33 63 44 63 8 6 55 42 55 5 4 
34 49 48 49 6 7 59 62 60 6 7 
35 53 31 51 7 4 42 35 40 2 2 
Program Planning 36 81 56 80 12 8 17 8 16 1 3 
37 51 16 50 4 2 21 5 21 2 l 
38 44 4 41 2 1 33 7 28 3 2 
39 80 37 77 11 5 54 24 53 8 5 
40 I 78 62 78 10 10 69 70 69 13 15 
41 I 87 71 87 15 13 38 49 38 5 10 
42 75 57 75 9 9 51 48 51 7 9 
43 60 43 60 5 6 58 56 56 9 12 
44 83 67 84 14 11 74 54 72 14 11 
45 74 77 76 8 15 68 65 68 12 14 
46 i 82 30 79 13 4 62 13 58 10 4 
47 72 76 72 6 14 46 28 45 6 6 
48 37 52 39 l 7 63 47 64 11 8 
49 73 68 73 7 12 75 61 75 15 13 
50 48 18 47 3 3 37 34 35 4 7 
Program Eva 1 uat ion 51 88 5 89 7 4 77 37 79 8 5 
52 79 82 82 5 6 50 6 46 5 2 
53 86 87 86 2 9 73 55 71 7 7 
54 70 80 70 6 5 47 23 42 3 4 
55 68 84 69 4 7 83 60 83 10 9 
56 56 55 59 9 2 65 46 63 6 6 
57 42 36 42 10 1 28 18 24 1 3 
58 71 74 71 8 3 49 3 41 4 l 
59 64 86 65 3 8 78 59 79 9 8 
60 67 88 68 1 10 34 79 37 2 10 
Difference~Desired Rank-Possessed Rank 
Overa 11 Ranks Rank in Category 
Employers Educators Combined Employers Educators 
72 69 73 6 6 
83 31 83 8 l 
60 64 60 4 5 
28 44 29 I 1 3 
54 55 55 
I 
3 4 
30 43 30 2 2 
1 9 1 I 1 2 
20 30 19 I 8 8 37 47 37 13 12 
4 26 5 : 3 5 
19 48 21 7 f3 
2 20 2 2 3 
6 35 8 4 10 
40 53 41 14 14 
21 29 20 9 7 
22 28 22 10 6 
12 24 13 6 4 
7 6 6 5 1 
69 40 67 15 11 
33 
, 34 32 11 9 
38 61 39 12 15 
I 
17 l3 18 6 7 
3 2 3 l 2 
16 8 17 5 4 
11 5 10 3 3 
53 15 46 9 8 
52 39 51 8 10 
39 23 33 7 9 
13 1 7 4 l 
55 11 53 10 6 
8 10 9 2 5 
U1 
l.O 
TABLE IV (CONTINUED) 
-----------.-------------------~------------------r--------------------
Po s s es s ed Levels of Coripetence i 
Competency 
Subject Category ~~umber 
Com.uni cations 61 
Management, 
Administration, 
Supervision 
62 
63 
64 
65 
66 
67 
68 
69 
70 
71 
72 
73 
74 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
------------
Overa 11 Ranks i in Category 
Emp 1 ayers Educators Combined ! fa,p 1 ayers Edu ca tors · 
32 15 30 I 12 2 i 
28 29 29 1 0 7 
45 
16 
14 
10 
24 
3 
61 
9 
30 
6 
1 
43 
39 
52 
15 
35 
11 
36 
33 
19 
46 
20 
7 
84 
38 
34 
2 
51 
21 
42 
41 
40 
54 
63 
28 
·50 
61 
60 
27 
9 
81 
26 
47 
33 
66 
70 
39 
73 
53 
46 
89 
85 
79 
8 
46 
17 
15 
10 
25 
4 
62 
8 
31 
6 
1 
40 
37 
57 
13 
34 
11 
35 
33 
20 
48 
23 
7 
85 
44 
36 
2 
15 
8 
6 
5 
12 
3 
10 
9 
8 
2 13 
17 16 
4 6 
11 11 
3 15 
1 14 
14 5 
13 1 
1 16 17 
I 7 4 I 
1--~----:--41 
9 7 
6 8 
4 3 
11 9 
5 6 
2 4 
: 12 12 
10 11 
7 10 ! 
1 
Desired Levels of Competence Difference=Desired Rank-Possessed Ranks 
Overall Ranks Rank in Category Overall Ranks Rank in Category 
Ercployers Educators Combined Employers Educators Employers Educators Combined Employers Educators 
23 
30 
36 
11 
5 
8 
10 
60 
16 
2 
41 
15 
24 
76 
64 
86 
39 
32 
14 
9 
57 
3 
12 
25 
6 
89 
71 
70 
69 
68 
64 
22 
21 
41 
27 
74 
20 
4 
63 
32 
71 
76 
58 
86 
53 
31 
40 
39 
78 
9 
12 
45 
44 
8& 
83 
82 
1 
26 
33 
44 
12 
5 
9 
8 
61 
18 
2 
47 
14 
27 
78 
66 
86 
43 
31 
15 
11 
57 
3 
10 
25 
7 
89 
74 
73 
1 
8 
10 
10 
13 
11 12 
5 4 
2 3 
3 7 
4 5 
14 15 
7 2 
1 1 
13 11 
6 6 
9 14 
16 16 
15 9 
17 , 7 
12 8 
8 4 
6 6 
4 5 
9 9 
2 2 
5 3 
7 8 
3 7 
12 12 
11 11 
10 10 
1 1 
50 
59 
41 
57 
49 
63 
45 
88 
5 
42 
62 
76 
85 
75 
68 
82 
80 
51 
65 
24 
66 
25 
18 
64 
58 
56 
73 
77 
35 
86 
77 
60 
42 
21 
41 
27 
68 
12 
19 
59 
18 
54 
78 
85 
76 
65 
32 
52 
22 
51 
17 
3 
38 
~6 
37 
45 
67 
14 
54 
61 
42 
57 
44 
63 
43 
87 
4 
40 
62 
72 
84 
77 
70 
82 
80 
45 
65 
23 
66 
24 
16 
64 
58 
56 
71 
76 
31 
6 
8 
2 
7 
5 
10 
4 
17 
1 
3 
9 
13 
16 
12 
11 
15 
14 
5 
9 
2 
10 
3 
1 
8 
7 
6 
11 
12 
4 
17 
14 
10 
7 
4 
6 
5 
12 
1 
3 
~ 
2 
8 
15 
16 
,13 
11 
15 
11 
4 
10 
3 
, 
7 
9 
6 
8 
12 
2 l 1 I 
----- ·----------~~--- ______ L__ -------- - --· ____________ ,_ ___________ ____,_ ______ _ C"I 0 
14. (72) Remember peoples' names. 
15. (79) Maintain an orderly, warm, and efficient office atmos-
phere. 
*16. (36) Identify, recruit, utilize, and involve advisory 
groups in the process of identifying local problems 
(needs), setting priorities, planning educational 
programs to solve problems, conducting and evaluat-
ing effectiveness of the programs. 
*17. ( 5) Recruit volunteers to serve in leadership roles in 
Extension programs. 
*18. (69) Eff~ctively,inform local officials, constituents, 
and general ,public of program purposes, goals, and 
results . 
. *19. ( 6) Allow and nurture clientele to take leadership roles. 
*20. ( 8) Identify available resources an.d utilize in the con-
duct of educational programs. 
*21. (37) Design the educational experiences that are appropri-
ate and directed at the objectives of the clientele 
groups and/or individuals. 
*22. (14) Use motivation appropriately in educational programs. 
23. (32) Develop and maintain a cooperative working relation-
ship among people involved in the youth program. 
24. (24) Describe the organizational structure, laws, objec-
tives, philosophy, and policies that govern the Co-
operative Extension Service and relate to own area 
of responsibility. 
25. {84) Keep accurate records of work done.· 
26. (61) Write news articles and feature stories for news-
papers. 
27. (73) Strike up a conversation with anyone. 
*28. (38) Utilize available and reliable sources of information 
to determine needs of people. 
*29. (12) Recognize, identify, and be co9nizant of. the social 
action (diffusion and adoption) process at work in 
a community. 
30. (10) Dev~lop basic instructional materials. 
61 
*31. ~78) List and describe the factors essential for maintain-
ing good human relations among office staff and con-
stituents. 
32. (15) Plan, prepare for, and conduct a demonstration. 
33. (62}:Write newsletters. 
*34. ( 2) Design and implement an educational program for devel-
oping local .leaders. 
*35. (50) Identify those individuals who would constitute the 
target audience for an Extension program. 
*36. ( 9) Identify techniques that may be employed to get dif-
ferent kinds of clientele involved in the teaching-
learning process. 
62 
*37. (60) Prepare reports on the effectiveness of Extension pro-
grams and activities for local officials (county super-
visors, commissioners, or judges) and district, state, 
and federal administration. 
*38. (41) Write measurable and observable educational objec-
tives in terms of behavioral change. 
39. (13) Use audio-visual materials appropriately and effec-
tively to supplement and compliment instructional 
programs (includes operation of audio-visual equip-
ment). 
*40. (35) Administer the program of work relating to the area 
of responsibility in cooperation with other staff. 
*41. (58) Measure the impact of Extension activities in rela-
tion to the objectives. 
*42. (54) Make effective use of evaluation information to make 
adjustments in learning experiences or future pro-
gram planning. 
43. (77) Introduce a speaker. 
*44. (63) Prepare news releases for radio and television sta-
tions. 
*45. (47) Provide leadership and necessary training to advis-
ory groups involved in program planning in own area 
of work. 
46. (52) Use appropriate evaluation techniques for education-
al programs. 
63 
47. (71) Effectively use direct mail in conduct of the ar'ea 
of responsibil,ity. 
48. (28) Work with all other professionals in similar work. 
49. (30) Plan and conduct regular Extension youth activities. 
50. (22) Use educational bulletins and fact sheets to best 
/ advantage. 
Analysis of the previous list reveals that 8 of the 12 competen-
cies in the management adm_inistration and supervision category are 
among the 50 top ranked on desired level of competence. Five of those 
were also ranked in the top 50 as to the difference between the com-
bined desired and possessed levels of competence. In the communication 
skills category, 12 of the 17 competencies ranked in the top 50 on the 
combined desired levels, but only 5 of those 12 were also in the top 50 
for the difference of means. It is also noteworthy that in the adult 
education, program planning and program evaluation categories all of 
the competencies ranked in the top 50 on desirability also ranked in 
the top 50 for the difference between desired and possessed level com-
bined means. 
The researcher calculated the grand means of the competencies and 
ranked them by responses from the employers and educators for the de-
sired levels (Table V) and the differences between the desired and the 
possessed levels of competence (Table VI). 
The results of this procedure indicate that, in terms of desirabil-
ity, the subject category of management, supervision and administration 
ranked highest; with communication skills being second; adult education, 
third; leadership fourth; teaching methods, fifth; program planning, 
sixth; youth education, seventh; program evaluation, eighth; and Exten-
sion organization, philosophy and objectives, ninth. 
\ 
TABLE V 
RANKING OF SUBJECT CATEGORY MEANS OF MEANS FOR DESIRED LEVEL OF 
COMPETENCIES 
64 
Emol o· :ers Educ a ors Combined 
Subject Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank 
Leadership 3.65 4/5 3.70 2 3.66 4 
Adult Education 3.67 3 3.73 l 3.67 3 
Extension Teaching Methods 3.65 4/5 3.43 9 3.57 5 
Extension Organization 3.27 9 3.60 5 3.30 9 
Youth Education 3.52 7 3.57 6 3.52 7 
Program Planning 3.54 6 3.67 3 3.55 6 
Program Evaluation 3.49 8 3.66 4 3.51 8 
Communications Skills 3.69 2 3.54 8 3.68 2 
Management, Supervision, 3.72 l 3.55 7 3.71 1 
Administration 
The most significant differences in the ranks of the categories be-
tween the employers and educators were for the management and communi-
cations subject areas. The rank for these categories for the employers• 
responses were first and second while the educators• ratings produced a 
seventh and eighth ranking. They were ciosest in their respective rat-
ings for the leadership and adult education subject categories. Of 
course, it must be realized that there was only a .41 difference between 
the first and ninth combined means. 
The rankings of the subject categories in respect to the differ-
ences between the desired and possessed levels of competence were more 
TABLE VI 
RANK OF DIFFERENCE BETWEEN DESIRED AND POSSESSED LEVELS OF 
COMPETENCY BY SUBJECT CATEGORY 
Mean of Means of Differences 
65 
Subject Category Emplo1ers, Educators Combined 
I Mean Rank Mean Rank Mean Rank 
Leadership 1. 17 5 0.87 2/3 1.14 4/5 
Adult Education 1.20 4 0.58 7 1.14 4/5 
Extension Teaching Methods '0.98 8/9 0.51 8 0.94 9 
Extension Organization 1.25 3 0.47 9 1.18 3 
Youth Education 1.01 6/7 0.65 6 0.96 7 
Program Planning 1.38 1 0.87 2/3 1.33 1 
Program Evaluation 1.33 2 1.14 1 1.31 2 
Communications Skills 0.98 8/9 0.68 5 0.95 8 
Management, Supervision, 1.10 6/7 0.86 4 1.08 6 
Administration 
in agreement for top two categories. Both groups of respondents felt 
that program planning and program evaluation had the highest difference 
in means. These categories are.the farthest apart between the level of 
competency possessed and the level of competency desired of beginning 
Extension workers. 
Another approach to th~ analy~is of the competencies used by the 
researcher was to group the ranks of the desired levels of each compe-
tency into three categories (top, middle, and low thirds) according to 
each respondent group as shown in Table VII. Then the difference (by 
66 
TABLE VII 
GROUPING AND COMPARISON OF COMPETENCIES ACCORDING TO THE RANKS 
OF THE MEANS FOR THE DESIRED LEVEL OF COMPETENCE 
Competency Emo lovers Educators Ranks of Educators 
Number Top Middle Lpw Top Middle Low Compared to Emolo 1ers 
Third Third Third Third Third rrhi rd Same +l -1 +2 -2 
1 x x x 
2 x x x 
3 x x x 
4 x x x 
5 x x x 
6 x x x 
7 x x x 
8 x x x 
9 x x x 
10 x x x 
11 x x x 
12 x x x 
13 x x x 
14 x x x 
15 x x / x 
16 x x x 
17 x x x 
18 x x x 
19 x x x 
20 x x x 
21 x x x 
22 x x x 
67 
TABLE VII (CONTINUED) 
Competency Employers Educators Ranks of Educators 
Number lop Mlddle LOW lop Middle Low Compared to Emplo1ers 
Third Third -hi rd Third Third ~hi rd Same +I - I . +2 -2 
23 x x x 
24 x x x 
25 x x x 
26 x x x 
27 x x x 
28 x x x 
29 x x x 
30 x x x 
31 x x x 
32 x x x 
33 x x x 
34 x x x 
35 x x x 
36 x x x 
37 x x x 
38 x x x 
39 x x x 
40 x x x 
41 x x x 
42. x x x 
43 x x x 
44 x x x 
45 x x x 
68 
TABLE VII (CONTINUED) 
Competency Emplovers Educators Ranks of Educators 
Number Top Middle Low Top Middle Low Campa red to Emp 1 o 1ers 
Third Third ffhird Third Third Third Same +l -1 +2 -2 
46 x x x 
\ 
47 x x x 
48 x x x 
49 x x x 
50 x x x 
51 x x x 
52 x x x 
53 x x x 
54 x x x 
55 x x x 
56 x x x 
57 x x x 
58 x x x 
59 x x x 
60 x x x 
61 x x x 
62 x x x 
63 x x x 
64 x x x 
65 x x x 
66 x x x 
67 x x x 
68 x x x 
69 x x x 
69 
TABLE VII (CONTINUED) 
' 
Competency Emplovers Educators Ranks of Educators 
' 
Number Top Middle Low Top Middle Low Comoared to Emolo 1ers 
Third Third lrhird Third Third lrhird Same +l -1 +2 -2 
70 x x- x 
71 x x x 
72 x x x 
73 x x x 
c 
74 x x x 
' 75 x x x 
76 x x x 
77 x x x 
78 x x x i 
79 x x x 
80 x x x 
81 x x x 
82 x x x 
83 x x x 
84 x x x 
85 x x x 
86 x x x 
87 x x x 
88 x x x 
89 x x x 
direction, plus or minus) was visualized on the basis of the ranks of 
the educators' responses compared to the rank of the employers' re-
sponses. 
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An analysis of those competencies for which the employers and edu-
cators agreed revealed categorical agreement on 43 competencies, of 
which 19 were in the top third (3, 5, .6, 8, 14, 19, 20, 32, 36, 37, 57, 
64, 65, 67, 69, 70, 82, 83, 89); 10 were in the middle third (1, 7,28, 
33, 35, 41, 42, 43, 77, 78); and 14 in the lower third (4, 16, 18, 21, 
23, 27, 40, 45, 49, 74, 76, 86, 87, 88). 
Summary 
In this chapter, the researcher has presented the findings on the 
state of the art of pre-service Extension education in the United States. 
The employer and educator populations were described in detail. The 
results of the competency portion of the study were presented. The data 
was analyzed in order to achieve the objectives and hypotheses stated 
for the study. The means for each competency as perceived by the em-
ployers and educators were compared in terms of the possessed and de-
sired levels of competence and the difference between the desired and 
possessed levels of competence. 
Combined means and ranks were calculated for each competency to be · 
used as the basis for fulfillment of the final objective of the study 
which is to reconmend a pre-service competency based Extension educa-
tion curriculum. That will be done in the following chapter. 
CHAPTER V 
SUMMARY, CONCLUSIONS, AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
The purpose of this chaoter is to summarize the study, present 
conclusions that have been derived from the study, and offer recommenda-
tions for an undergraduate education curriculum for future Cooperative 
Extension workers. 
Summary of Study 
The purposes of the study were to: (l) determine and describe the 
state of the art of pre-professional Extension education, (2) determine 
and compare the differences in the level of competency possessed and 
that which is desired for the selected list of competencies, and (3) 
recommend a pre-service competency based Extension education curriculum. 
To accomplish these purposes,two populations were chosen to be used 
in the research. One group of respondents consisted of employers of new 
Cooperative Extension workers and the other group were Extension educa-
tors--mostly Staff Development Coordinators. Each group furnished in-
formation to be used in describing the situation of Extension education 
in their states which collectively furnished data for the state of the 
art part of the study. They also rated the eighty-nine pre-selected 
competencies in terms of the level of competency possessed by new work-
ers or graduates and the level of competency desired of them. 
The study was keyed to the employer group of respondents which was 
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composed of district and state administrative personnel. The premise 
used was that they are the persons who hire and supervise new Extension 
workers and therefore are the 11 buyers 11 of the products (graduates) of 
higher education institutions. This concept was grounded on the sugges-
tion by Mayhew (24) that curricular decisions should include considera-
tion of the expectations of the users of the product of education. The 
educators in this study are the producers of the product(new Extension 
workers)as well as the subject matter specialists referred to by Tyler 
(31). An analogy to this discussion is the marketplace where supply 
and demand is the rule of business. 
Summary of Findings 
State of the Art 
l. Employers of new Cooperative Extension workers seem to feel, 
in general, that the pre-service preparation is not adequate. 
Of the seven states that have an undergraduate major program 
in Extension education, the employers in three of the states 
rated the pre-service education as adequate, but in one state 
it was rated less than adequate, and three were not evaluated 
by Extension worker employers. 
2. The largest percentage (nearly half) of new Extension workers 
have majored in agriculture or home economics subject matter 
fields while the balance had degrees in home economics educa-
tion, agriculture education, education and Extension education, 
and a small percentage in various other fields. 
3. Seven states had an undergraduate program to prepare students 
for Extension work listed in their college catalogs. Six 
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programs were located in the Agriculture college and one was 
an inter-college program between Agriculture and Home Economics. 
4. Only thirteen faculty full time equivelants are assigned to 
undergraduate Extension education nationally. 
5. The course area of Extension Organization/Philosophy was offered 
by twenty-four of the respondent states. The next most popular 
subject area is Communication Skills which is available in 
twenty-one universities. The next three subjects in order to 
the number of states that offer them are: Program Planning by 
nineteen states; Teaching Methods and Adult Education, both 
offered by eighteen states. Youth Education is offered in four-
teen states, a course in Leadership in thirteen states , Pro-
gram Evaluation can be taken in ten states, and nine state uni-
versities offer a course in Management, Supervision, and Ad-
ministration. 
6. The universities with on-going Extension education programs 
have the following elements in common: 
a. All of them offer a course relating to youth work. 
b. Six of the seven are in the College of Agriculture and the 
other one is an inter-college venture between Home Econ-
omics and Agriculture. 
c. Six of the seven offer courses in Extension Organization, 
Extension Teaching Methods, and Communications Skills. 
7. Most of the universities that have an Extension education pro-
gram require a practicum or field experience as a part of their 
curricula. 
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Competencies 
l. There was a significant difference between the employer and edu-
cator respondents in terms of how they perceive the possessed 
levels of competence for 35 of the 89 competencies studied. 
2. Employers and educators only showed a significant difference 
of opinion for the desired level of competence on three of the 
competencies. Two of these competencies, namely; (number 25) 
11describe the accepted role of an Extension agent and special-
ist,11 and (number 46) 11describe the program planning process and 
apply it to an expressed problem, 11 also showed a significant 
difference for the possessed level of competence. 
3. The differences in means between the desired and possessed 
levels of competence was significant beyond the .05 level for 
all of the 89 competencies as rated by the employer group of 
respondents. 
4. The differences in means between the desired and possessed 
levels of competence as rated by the educators was significant 
for all but 8 of the competencies (numbers 10, 11, 18, 23, 26, 
27, 74, 75) at the .05 level although the differences were not 
as large as was the case for the employers' ratings. 
5. The ranking of the subject categories based on the combined 
means of the means for the desired level of competencies was as 
follows: 
1. Management, Supervision, Administration 
2. Communication Skills 
3. Adult Education 
4. Leadership 
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I ' 5. , Teaching Methods 
6. Program Planning 
7. Youth' Education 
8. Program Evaluation 
9. Extension Organization, Obj~ctives, .Philosophy 
6. The ranks of the mea~s of means of the subject categories in 
terms of the differences between the desired and possessed 
levels of competence ~s perceived by the employers is as fol-
lows: 
1. Program Planning 
2. Program Evaluation 
3. Extension Organization, Philosophy, Objectives 
4. Adult Education 
5. Leadership 
6. Management, Supervision, Administration 
7. Youth Education 
8. Communication Skills 
9. Extension Teaching Methods 
Conclusions 
Based on the results of the research conducted and described in 
this dissertation, the author came to the following conclusions. 
1. Based upon the evaluation made by employer respondents in the 
study, it is concluded that the overall adequacy of pre-service 
education for Extension workers is not adequate and more has to 
be done to increase the competency of beginning Extension work-
ers in the area of Extension methods. 
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2. There appears to be a tren~ toward interdisciplinary program-
ming for individuals who are interested in Extension work. 
3. Ironically, the subj~ct area of Extension OrganiJation, Phil-
osophy and Objectives was the most offered course area and it 
is also the one group of competencies that showed the largest 
poss~ssed level difference between the mean values perceived 
by the employers and the educators. The educators perceived 
all four competencies as being more than one point above the 
mean level perceived by the employer group. It also ranked 
lowest on the combined desired category mean, but third in 
terms of difference between the desired and possessed level of 
competence. This area, more than any other, needs to be eval-
uated as to cause and effect. 
4. The employers and educators were in general agreement on the 
desired levels of competence for the list of competencies, but 
differed considerably on the possessed level of competence of 
new Extension workers. Therefore, there was a much greater 
difference between the desired and possessed levels of compe-
tence for all of the competencies in the opinion of the em-
ployers as compared to the opinions of the educators. It 
appears that the main reason that employers rated the adequacy 
of pre-service education less than adequate is found in the 
difference between the perceptions of employers and educators 
on the level of possessed competence. It seems that educators 
think that graduates have more competence in general than the 
employers of new Extension workers see. 
5. Seven of the competencies should be given little, if any, 
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consideration in an Extension education curriculum, because of 
the consistent low ranking by both the employers and educators 
in terms of desirability and difference. They are: (New Ex~ 
tension workers should be able to ... ) 
1. teach youth and adults to conduct meetings according 
to the rules of parliamentary procedure. 
2. design a ~elf-learning exercise for developing a skill. 
3. plan, organize, and conduct a field trip. 
4. plan and conduct an educational conte~t. 
5. describe the communication process. 
6. take good quality photos and slides. 
7. prepare and maintain up-to-date mailing lists~ 
6. Eleven of the competencies should be given the highest prior-
ity in the -development of courses and curriculum in Extension 
education, because of the consistently high rank given them 
by both the employers and educators. They are: (New Exten-
sion workers should be able to ... ) 
l. work effectively with youth and adult groups. 
2. recruit volunteers to serve in leadership roles in 
Extension programs. 
3. allow and nurture clientele to take leadership roles. 
4. use proper teaching procedures in presenting informa-
tion. 
5. identify, recruit, utilize, and involve advisory 
groups in the process of identifying local problems 
(needs), setting priorities, planning educational pro-
grams to solve problems, conducting and evaluating 
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effectiveness of the programs. 
6. write well-constructed personal letters. 
7. effectively inform local officials, constituents, and 
general pu6lic of program purposes, goals, and results. 
8. att~in and.maintain healthy and positive communica-
tions with other members on the staff and administra-
tors. 
9~ make good use of own time. 
10. delegate work that could and should be done by others. 
11. work as a team member .. 
Recommendations 
The researcher makes the following recommendations based upon the 
findings of the study. 
1. Educators and employers of Extension workers need to engage in 
in-depth discussion regarding the content of curricula aimed 
at preparing future Extension workers, because of the signifi-
cant difference 'in perception of the possessed level of compe-
tence of beginning workers. 
2. The findings of this study should be utilized in the develop-
ment of new Extension Education programs or.for the improve-
ment of existing programs. 
a. The desired level of competence as perceived by em-
ployers and educators together (combined means) should 
be used as one· of the key considerations for develop-
ment of new curricula in Extension Education. 
b. The difference between desired and possessed levels of 
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competence should be used for re-evaluating and improv-
ing existing Extension education programs. 
3. The competencies identified in this study should be used as 
learning objectives for courses in the order of their priority. 
4. Undergraduate curricula in Extension education ought to be in-
ter-college between agriculture, home economics, and education. 
Courses should be cross-referenced and prospective Extension 
workers (men and women) should have an opportunity to learn 
together before they go to work together as suggested by the 
Subcommittee on Pre-Service Training (27). 
5. Based upon the overall findings of this study, the researcher 
recommends that any undergraduate student who aspires to become 
an Extension worker upon receiving a Bachelor of Stience degree 
should have the opportunity and be advised to participate in 
learning experiences which encompass the top 50 ranked compe-
tencies listed in the findings on pages 57-63. 
6. It is further recommended that these competencies be included 
in the following courses as an option or minor in conjunction 
with any subject matter field or education major. The minimal 
treatment might be accomolished as follows: 
a. Include an introduction to Cooperative Extension as a 
part of an orientation course usually offered at the 
beginning of the third year. 
b. Offer two Extension methods courses in sequence. The 
first course should include learning principles as ap-
plied to adults and youth, group dynamics, leadership, 
and program planning. The second unit would include 
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teaching methods as appropriate to Extension work which 
\ 
should include everything from individual counseling 
,-
to group methods to mass media, and techniques of eval-
uating Extension educational efforts. 
c. Provide for a directed field experience in the senior 
year to be complimented by a seminar that includes 
principles of management ~nd administration as it 
applies to Cooperative Extension work. 
Design of these courses should be based upon the competencies 
identified as desired in this study in order of rank of the 
combined means. 
7. Further study using the methodology of this study should be 
conducted in a state or region to more specifically determine 
the needs to be fulfilled by a curriculum. This is but one of 
the factors to be considered when developing a curriculum. 
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COiOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE 
AGRICULTURE ANO STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 74074 
RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 
TO: State Training Officers for Cooperative Extension 
FROM: Paul Czarniecki, Program Studies Specialist(]'C 
DATE: February 18, 1977 
SUBJECT: State of the Art of Undergraduate Extension 
Education Curricula 
Oklahoma State University is studying the possibility 
pf developing an undergraduate (pre-profes~ional) education 
program for Cooperative Extension workers. We are having 
a difficult time finding much information on the "State of 
the Art" and in checking with Gordon Dowell at FES he informs 
us that they do not have much up to date information either. 
The latest information regarding undergraduate programs 
dates back to 1966. 
We would like your help to get steered in the right 
direction by filling out the short enclosed questionnaire 
and returning it to me as soon as possible. We will certainly 
appreciate your help and share our findings with you. We 
also want your comments or suggestions in regard to this 
endeavor. 
PC/sch 
Enclosures (2) 
WOlllll.'. IN AlllUOULTUIU[ 0 4-H, HOMI: llCDNDMID• AND lll:ll"LATIED Fll:LDa 
uaoA - o•u AND COUNTY COMM1aa1DNIElllll• DDD~EllATINCI 
.. 
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PRE-PROFESSIONAL EXTENSION EDUCATION SURVEY 
2. Does your university offer a course(s) having to do with Extension 
Education that is open to undergraduate students? 
Yes No - Comments: 
~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
3. Do you know of any surveys or research studies related to the status 
of Extension pre-professional education programs? If so, please 
give the author, title, and state. 
4. Do you know of any research studies that have been done on the 
development of an Extension Education undergraduate curriculum? 
If so, please give the author, title, and state. 
5. Who in your state would be the appropriate one to respond to a 
survey (should we decide .to do one) regarding the status of Extension 
Education pre-professional curricula and the factors related to the 
development of a curriculum? 
Other comments or suggestions: 
Return to: Paul Czarniecki, Program Studies Specialist, Oklahoma State 
University, 459 Ag Hall, Stillwate~, Oklahoma 74074 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE 
AGRICULTURE ANO STILLWATER, OKLAl-10MA 7'4074 
RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 
April 1, 1977 
TO: STATE PERSONNEL OFFICER 
FROM: Paul Czarniecki, Extension Program Studies Specialist~ L 
Dear Sir: 
We are planning to do additional analysis of the competencies 
needed by beginning Cooperative Extension workers. This 
information will be useful to us in recruiting and selecting 
new worker's and also in developing an undergraduate curriculum 
in Extension education for men and women interested in a 
cureer in Extension. 
We solicit your help in this study and hope that our categori-
zation .and descriptions of desired competencies will be of 
value to your state, too. This study is meant to dovetail with 
other similar studies such as the 4-H Youth Development Worker's 
Curriculum Project that was conducted by Mississippi State 
University and the work being done at the University of Arizona 
on a competency based Extension education curriculum by Dr. 
Arlen Etling. 
If you and certain members of you Extension staff would be 
willing to participate in this project we would appreciate 
having a list of names and addresses of the people who are 
involved in the hiring of new Extension workers ( Personnel 
Officer, Program Directors or Leaders, Area and District 
.Directors) . 
We will gladly share 
project is complete. 
for your convenience 
from you soon. 
our findings with you as soon as our 
I have enclosed an addressed envelope 
in replying. I look forward to hearing 
wa .... IN All•IDULTU•I'.. 4•H, HDMR' l:'ODNCIMIC8 A.MD IUl:LATllD "'l:LD• 
uaoA ~ aau AMC COUNTY ODMM1aa10,...::•• CDDfl!l;!llA.TINU 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
' 
OKLAHfll\1A STATE UNIVERSITY 
.A -~ STILLYrATEf.:;> Ur-. LAHOMA 74074 DIVISION .-:l' A,:;~'ICULTURE Ar'·h!ICULrURE AND uLJRAL DEVELUPMl-~NT PROGRAMS 
459 Ag. Hall (405) 624-5132 
June 7, 1977 
Dear 
On April 1 I wrote to you asking for assistance by some of 
your Cooperative Extension staff with a study. We are conducting 
research on competencies for new Extension workers. Our goal is 
to propose a pre-service curriculum that will prepare future 
Cooperative Extension workers. 
All that I need now are the names of some of your personnel 
who are involved in hiring of new employees. They will be asked 
to respond to each of about eighty competencies in terms of the 
desired level .of competence and the present level of competence of 
new workers. 
I am about ready to send out my survey instrument so I would 
appreciate your response in not more than ten days. 
Sincerely, 
"]J r; ~- -cu<_,L~':i___. ~-"-~-~ 
~Paul Czar iecki 
Progra udies Specialist 
PC/sch 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
AGRICJLTURE AND 
RURAL DEVEL.DPMENT PROGRAMS 
Dear Colleague: 
• 
STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 74074 
DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE 
June 13, 1977 
During the course of conducting a study on preservice education for 
beginning Cooperative Extension personnel your name was given to me by your 
personnel officer or state administrator as a person who has something to 
do with the employment of new Extension workers. We are now asking for 
your assistance in helping us to determine more precisely the difference 
between desired and actual levels of competency for beginning Extension 
workers. · 
The enclosed questionnaire lists eighty-nine competencies that have 
been synthesized primarily from previous studies done in Arizona and Miss-
issippi. We need your opinion about the actual level of competence that new 
workers have in general and the level of competence you would like them to 
have for each of the items. Experience from our pretest indicates that your 
response should take about thirty to forty minutes to complete. 
To our knowledge this is the first time that a study has been done with 
emphasis on the difference between desired and actual levels of competence 
for new Cooperative Extension personnel at the time of employment. The goal 
of this study is to develop a model preservice ExtenSTon Education curriculum. 
You can be assured that your help in this endeavor will guarantee you a 
personal copy of the summary with the findings and the proposed curriculum. 
I have high hopes of having these questionnaires returned to me by 
July 8, 1977. A self addressed envelope is enclosed for your use. 
Sincerely yours, 
(7~~ 
Paul CzarnQki-. .. ·_ _ _ -
Program Studies Specialist 
PC/sch 
Enclosure 
IN AGRICULTURE, 4-H, HOME ECONOMICS AND RELATLD l-"1ELDS 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
OKL.AHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
AGRICULTURE AND 
RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMll 
June 27, 1977 
Dear Colleague, 
DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE 
STILLWATER, OKLAHOMA 74074 
459 Agriculture Hall 
I thank you for your response to our questionnaire on 
Extension worker competencies if you are on of those who 
have already returned it. 
A good question has been raised about the 'need of competency 
in subject matter or technical areas. I regret that I did 
not communicate my assumption that every new Extension 
worker needs competence in some subject matter. The study 
I am doing is confined to what is needed in addition to 
subject matter in order for an Extension worker (educator) 
to be effective in his/her respective position. 
I also assume that most new employees come into the Extension 
Service as county workers, but I intentionally did not confine 
the study to them. I have let you be the judge of that when 
you answered the questionnaire. I appreciate your specifying 
the frame of reference you used. 
I thought this explanation would clear up the concerns of not 
only those of you who raised the question, but also for those 
of you who have not responded yet. I look forward to the 
return of your questionnaire in the near future. Feel free 
to call me at FTS 728-4323 or 405-624-5132 if you want to 
discuss this matter. 
WDlllllK IN ACltllOULTUflC, 4-H, HDMll: l:CIONDM10a AMO .. l:LAT .. D ll'IELDe 
uaDA - o•u ANO DOUNTY OOMM1aa1DN1tllla oao .. 1:111.ATINll 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
OKLAHOMA STATE UNIVERSITY 
AGRICULTURE ANO 
RURAL DEVELOPMENT PROGRAMS 
June 28, 1977 
Dear Colleague, 
J, 
~· 
DIVISION OF AGRICULTURE 
STILLWATER OKLAHOMA 74074 
459 Agriculture Hall 
405-624-5132 
93 
We are in the process of conducting a study on pre-service 
education for Cooperative Extension personnel. This relates to 
the correspondence we had back in February. You indicated that 
you were interested in seeing a study done on the "state of the 
art" of pre-professional Extension education and that you offer 
courses that are related to it. That is what this letter is about. 
Enclosed is a questionnaire that is like the one sent to 
Extension personnel who are involved in the hiring and supervising 
of new Extension workers. These competencies were synthesized 
from other studies done in this area, particularly the Itulya 
study done in Arizona and the 4-H Youth Development Workers 
Curriculum Project being done by the Department of Agriculture 
and Extension Education at Mississippi State University. It is 
assumed that Extension workers have competency in a subject area 
also. 
We would like you and/or your colleagues to rate the eighty-
nine competencies as to the lev~ls of competency you believe 
that students have developed and that you wish they would develop 
upon completion of your courses or program. From this study we 
hope to draw conclusions that will serve as a basis for proposing 
a modei undergraduate Extension education curriculum. The pre-test 
indicates that it will take thirty to forty minutes to complete 
the questionnaire. · 
You can be sure that you will be the first and most important 
people to know the findings and recommendations of this study. 
I hope you can return the instrument to me by July 15. 
Sincerely, 
~~. 
Program ~~~~~ Specialist 
PC/sch 1 N ,q,1.;ICULT!J<.;[, 4-H, HrlME f CONUMIL'°'> t:\.tv: •« l,ATI l) >i!:.LOS 
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COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
__ a_K_L_A_H_a_M_A_•_T_A_T_E_u_N_1_v_E_R_•_1T_v__ A. 
4f6 Agr1c~lture Hall ~ DIVISION DF" AIJAl'CULTURE Stillwater, Ok. 74074 
QUESTIONNAIRE ON UNDERGRADUATE PREPARATION OF COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORKERS 
UNIVERSITY: 
------------ MY POSIT ION=-------------
l. DOES THE UNIVERSITY OFFER A MAJOR OR DEGREE IN EXTENSION EDUCATION AT THE 
UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL? __ YES _NO 
If yes, please reply to all of the following questions. 
If !!.2.• disregard questions 3,4,& 5 and answer only questions 2,6, & 7. 
2. CHECK THE AREAS IN WHICH YOU OFFER COURSES AT THE UNDERGRADUATE LEVEL. 
Extension Organization, __ Program Evaluation 
- philosophy, Objectives. 
_Extension Teaching __ Leadership 
Methods 
_ Progr'am Pl a nn f ng Youth Education 
Communication Skills 
___... Adult .Education 
Management, Supervision, 
- Administration 
3. IN WHAT COLLEGE(S) AND DEPARTMENT(S) IS THE MAJOR OR DEGREE OFFERED? 
COLLEGE ( s l __________ DEP IT ( s ) ____________ _ 
4. WHAT IS THE CURRENT ENROLLMENT IN THE PROGRAM? students 
5. HOW MANY GRADUATES DID YOU HAVE THIS YEAR (1977)7 
6. WHAT IS THE PERCENTAGE OF EMPLOYMENT OF YOUR GRADUATES IN COOPERATIVE 
EXTENSION POSITIONS? 
IN STATE __ OUT-OF-STATE 
7. HOW MANY FACULTY FTE'S ARE ASSIGNED TO EXTENSION EDUCATION AT THE 
U~DERGRADUATE LEVEL? 
Please send brochures, curriculum list, ~atalog pages (Xerox), and other material 
that describes the program. 
level of Rute (x) the following list of competencies in terms level of competency INSTRUCTIONS: competency 
.of the level of competency you assume to be developed in students desired of possessed by 
students who as a result of participation in available educational experiences students who (left column) and the level of competency you desire students to complete complete 
courses have upon completion of their undergraduate program. {right column) courses 
::i: ::i: 
"" 
Each competency is the completion of the following phrase. 
"" ..... :E: ..... :I: 
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1 • recognize the different types of leaders and leadership behav-
ior that apply to different group situations. 
2. design and implement an educational program for developing 
l oca 1 1 eaders. 
3. work effectively with youth and adult groups. 
4. teach youth and adults to conduct meetings according to the 
rules of parliamentary procedure. 
5. recruit volunteers to serve in leadership roles in Extension 
programs. 
6. allow and nurture clientele to take leadership roles. 
..... -·-~ 
-· --· . 
. .... 
-
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level of INSTRUCTIONS: Rate (x) the following list of competencies in terms level of 
competency competency 
possessed by of the level of competency you assume to be developed in students desired of 
students who as a result of participation in available educational experiences students who 
complete (left column) and the level of competency you desire students to complete 
courses 
have upon completion of their undergraduate program. CO"r' ' 
:i: 
:x: 
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7. determine the educational needs and constraints of adult 
learners. 
B. identify available resources and uti I ize in the conduct of 
educational programs. 
9. identify techniques that may be employed to get different 
kinds of clientele involved in the teaching-learning process. 
1 o. develop basic instructional materials. 
11. conduct farm and home visits. 
12. recognize, identify, and be cognizant of the social action 
(diffusiqn and adoption) process at work in a community. 
13. use audio-visual materials appropriately and effectively to 
supplement and compliment instructional programs (includes 
operation of audio-visual equipment). 
14. use motivation appropriately in educational programs. 
15. plan, prepare for, and conduct a demonstration. 
16. design a self-learning exercise for developing a skill. 
17. use effective questioning skills. 
18. plan, organize, and conduct a field trip. 
-
19. plan, organize, and conduct an educational event. 
20. use proper teaching procedures in presenting infonnation. 
21. work with disadvantaged youth and adults, 
~2. use educational bulletins and fact sheets to best advantage. 
23. plan and conduct an educational contest. 
24; describe the organizational structure, l~ws, objectives, phil-
osophy, and policies that govern the Cooperative Extension 
Service and relate to own area of responsibility. 
25. describe the accepted role of an Extension agent and specialist. 
26. explain the relationship of the county, the Land Grant Univer-
sity, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture in the conduct of 
the Cooperative Extension Service. 
27. relate the significant historical background of the Cooperative 
Extension Service to present programs and situation. 
28. work with a 11 other professiona 1 s in similar work. 
29. describe the purpose and organization of the youth phase of 
the Cooperative Extension Service program. 
30. ~lan and conduct regular Extension youth activities. 
31. manage youth program facilities. 
32. develop and maintain a cooperative working relationship 
among people involved in the youth program. 
33. recognize and take advantage of youth program opportunities 
that evolve from needs that are not being met otherwise. 
34. assist leaders in recruiting participants in groups. 
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level of INSTRUCTIONS: Rate (x) the following list of competencies in terms level of 
competency competency 
possessed by of the level of competency you assume to be developed in students desired of as a result of participation in available educational experiences students who students who (left column) and the level of competency you desire students to complete complete have upon completion of their undergraduate program. cour o< 
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35. adminjster the program of work relating to the area of respon-
sibility in cooperation with other staff. 
36. identJfy, recruit, utilize, and involve advisory groups fn the 
process of identifying local problems (needs), setting prior-
ities, plannina educational programs to solve problems, con-
~uctfng and evaluating effectiveness of the programs. 
37. design the educational experiences that are appropriate and 
d1rected at the objectives of the clientere groups and/or 
individuals. 
38. utilize available and reliabl~ sources of information to 
determine needs of people. 
39. relate program planning process to the adoption process. 
40. identify the characteristics of a balanced program at the 
county or area, level. 
41. write measurable and observable educational objectives in 
terms of behavioral change. 
42. put objectives into a systematic annual plan of work. 
43. write a teaching plan for each annual objective. 
44. describe the role of Extension workers fn relation to the 
program planning process and advisory groups. 
45. perform a systematic needs assessment and inventory of 
characteristics of the county or area and the people. 
46. describe the program planning process and apply it to an 
expressed problem. 
47. provide leadership and necessary training to advisory groups 
involved in program planning in own area of work. 
48. relate to other agencies and organizations and cooperate or 
coordinate programs with them. 
49. identify the common factors which prevent or come in conflict 
with a planned program. 
so. identify those individuals who would constitute the target 
audience for an Extension program. 
51. describe the different types of evaluation that are necessary. 
52. use appropriate evaluation techniques for educational programs. 
53. create and administer an evaluation instrument or method. 
54. make effective use of evaluation information to make adjust-
ments in learning experiences or future program planning. 
55. critique a written plan of work and teaching plan. 
56. help learners recognize and measure their progress. 
57. evaluate their own performance. 
SB. measure the impact of Extension activities in relation to the 
objectives. 
59. evaluate the performanc~ of those who work with or for them. 
60. prepare reports on the effectiveness of Extension programs and 
activities for local officials (county supervisors, commission-
ers, or judqcs) and district, state, and federal administration. 
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61. write news articles and feature stories for newspapers. 
62. write newsletters. \ 
63. prepare news releases for radio and television stations. 
M. prepare and present a speech effectively. 
65. write well constructed personal letters. 
66. explain directions and information effectively and efficiently. 
67. recall specific details essential to a discussion or presen-
tation for future use (listening skill). 
68. participate in scholarly discussions with fellow professionals. 
69. effectively inform local officials, constituents, and general 
public of program purposes, goals, and results. 
70. attain. and maintain healthy and positive communications ·with 
other members on the staff and administators. 
71. effectively use direct mail in conduct of the area of respon-
sibility. 
72. remember peoples' names. 
73. strike up a conversation with anyone. 
74. describe the communication process. 
75. recognize and interpret conmon forms of non-verbal conmunication. 
76. take good quality photos and slides. 
77. introduce·a speaker. 
78. list a.nd describe the factors essential for maintaining good 
human relations among office staff. and constituents. 
79. maintain an orderly, warm, and efficient office atmosphere. 
80. relate. to county and state government sponsors in order to 
maintain strong support for Cooperative Extension. 
81. fill out reports that are necessary to the conduct of work. 
82. make good use of own time. 
83. delegate work that could and should be done by others. 
84. keep accurate records of work done. 
85. handle calls and correspondence efficiently and effectively. 
86. interview, hire, train, supervise, and counsel employees. 
87. develop and operate-within an office budget and keep accurate 
financial records. 
88. prepare and maintain up-to-date mailing lists •. 
89. work.as a team member. 
90. 
91.' 
92. 
COOPERATIVE EXTENSION SERVICE 
DKL.AHOMA STATE UNIVERBITY ti 
--.' 45~ Agricultural Hall 
DIVl•ION CF AORICULTUAE 
Stillwater, Oklahoma 74074 
QIJESTIONAIRE ON PRE-SERVICE CfJMPETErJCIFS FOR COOPERATIVE EXTENSION WORKERS 
STATE: 
TYPE OF POSITION: _ District/Area Director (Agent) _State Position_ Other 
IS THERE A DEGNEE PROGRAM IN EXTENSION EDUCATION OFFERED IN THE STATE? 
YES NO IF SO, WHERE? 
WHERE DO THE NEW EXTENSION WORKERS IN YOUR STATE OR AREA COME FROM? 
(give approximate percentages) 
-·-LAND GRANT UNIVERSITY 
STATE UNIVERSITY (specify) 
OTHER: 
100 I 
/ 
AGRICULTURE EDUCATION 
EXTENSION EDUCATION 
HOME ECONOMICS EDUCATION 
EDUCATION 
SUBJECT F!ELDS (DAIRY, AGRONOMY, 
CLOTHING, FORESTRY, ETC.) 
OTHERS: 
100 % 
WHAT DEGREE IS REQUIRED FOR NEW EXTENSION WORKERS? B. S. M.S. 
TO WHAT EXTENT DO YOU THINK THE PRESENT PRE-SERVICE EXTENSION EDUCATION 
FOR NEW EXTENSION WORKERS IS ADEQUATE? _n~t adequate _adequate _very adequate 
level of 
·INSTRUCTIONS: Rate (x) each compr~tenr.y listed below as to the level level of competency competency 
possessed by of competency presently possessed by most or a majority of beginning desired of 
beginning Cooperative Extension personnel in your state (left column). Also beginning 
personnel rate (x) as to the level of competer.cy your would reasonably desire personnel 
them to have when they begin emplo_v, .. ,ent (rig,ht column). 
:c Each competency statement is the completion of the following phrase. 
"' 
-:E :c :E ::> ::> 
"" 8 :c >- BEGINNING EXTENSION WORKERS SHOULD tE ABLE TO • "" - :c z ::3: ~ °' z :;<: Cl "' 0 0 ..., UJ 0 0 UJ 
-
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-' 
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l. recognize the different type~ of leaders ~nd leadership behav-
ior that apply to different gn1up situations. 
2. design and implement an educ at i ona 1 program for developing 
local leaders. 
3. work effectively with youth 1111d adult groups. 
4. teach youth and adults to cor,,J,JCt 1111'etings according 
rules of parliamentary procedure. · to the 
5. recruit volunteers to serv~ in leadersnip roles in Extension 
programs •. 
6. allow and nurture clientele to t;,l:P. leadPrship roles. 
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--level of !NSTRUCTIO~iS: R,1te (x) each competency 11sted below as to the level level of competency competency 
possessed by 0tc0ii1pe.frnc> pi-Psently possessed by most or a rna.1ority of beginning desired of 
beginning Cooperative (,;tension personnel in your state (left column). Also beginning 
personnel rate (x) as to tr.e level of competency your 11ould reasonably desire personnel 
them to hav'! 11ben they begin t'u;µloyment (right column). 
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7. determi11c the educational needs and constraints of adult 
learners. 
B. identify uv~ilable resources and utilize 
educaticnal programs. 
in the conduct of 
9 .• identify techniques that may be employed to get different 
kinds of clientele involved in the teaching-learning process. 
10. develop basic instructional materials. 
11. conduct farm.and home visits. 
12. recognize, identify, and be cognizant of the social action 
(diffusion and adoption) process at work in a coll'l!lunfty. 
13. use audio-visual materials appropriately and effectively to 
supplement and compliment instructional programs (includes 
operation of audio-visual equipment). 
14. use motivation a6propriately in educational programs. 
15. plan, prepare for, and conduct a demonstration. 
16. design a self-learning exercise for developing a skll l. 
17. use effective questioning skil 1 s. 
18. plan, organize, and conduct a field trip. 
19. plan, org~n i ze, and conduct and educational event. 
20. use proper teaching procedures in presenting information. 
21. work with disadvantaged youth and adults. 
~2. use educational bulletins and fact sheets to best advantage. 
23. plan and conduct an educational contest. 
24. describe the organizational st'ructure, l~ws, objectives, phil- · 
osophy, and policies that govern the Cooperative Extension 
Service and relate to own area of responsibility. 
25. describe the accepted role of an Extension agent and specialist. 
26. explain the relationship of the county, the Land Grant Univer-
sity, and the U.S. Department of Agriculture in the conduct of 
, the Cooperative Extension Service .• 
27. relate the significant historical background of the Cooperative 
Extension Service to present programs and sHuation. 
28. work wi,th all other professionals in similar work. 
29. describe the purpose and organization of the youth phase of 
the Cooperative Extension Service program. 
30. plan and conduct regular Extension youth activities. 
31. manage youth program facilittes. 
32. develop and maintain a cooperative working relattonship 
among people involved in the youth program. 
33. recognize an~ take advantage of youth program opportunities 
that evolve from needs that are not betng met otherw1se. 
34. assist leaders in recruiting participants in qroups. 
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35. administer the program of work relating to the area of respon-
Sibility in cooperation with other staff. 
36. 1dentjfy, recruit, utilize, and involve advisory groups in the 
process of identifying local problems (needs), setting prior-
ities, planning educational programs to solve problems, con-
ducting and evaluating effectiveness of the programs. 
37. design the educational experiences that are appropriate and 
directed at the objectives of the clientele groups and/or 
individuals. 
38. utilize available and reliable sources of information to 
determine needs of people. 
39. relate program planning process to the adoption'process. 
40. identify the characteristics of a balanced program at the 
county or area level. 
41. write measurable and observable educational objectives in 
terms of behavioral change. 
42. put objectives into a sy~tematic annual plan_of work. 
43. write a teaching plan for each annual objective. 
44. describe the role of Extension workers in relation to the 
program planning process and advisory groups. 
45. perform a systematic needs assessment and inventory of 
characteristics of the county or area and the people. 
46. describe the program planning process and apply it to an 
expressed problem. 
47. provide leadership and necessary training to advisory groups 
involved-in program planning in own area of work. 
48. relate to other agencies and organizations and cooperate or 
, coordinate programs with them. 
49. identify the conmon factors which prevent or come in conflict 
with a planned program. 
50. identify those individuals who would constitute the target 
audience for an Extension program. 
51. describe the different types of evaluation that are necessary. 
52. use appropriate evaluation techniques for educational programs. 
53. create and administer an evaluation instrument or method. 
54. make effective use of evaluation information to make adjust-
ments in learning experiences or future program planning. 
55. critique a written plan of work ~nd teaching plan. 
56. help learners recognize and measure their progress, 
57. evaluate their own performance. 
58. measure the impact of Extension activities in relation to the 
objectives. 
' 
59. evaluate the performance of those who work with or for them. 
60. prepare reports on the effectiveness of Extension programs and 
activities for local officials (county supervisors, co11111ission-
ers, or judQes) and district, state, and federal- administration. 
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61. write news articles and feature stories for newspapers. 
62. write newsletters. 
63. prepare news releases for radio and television stations. 
64. prepare and present a speech effectively •. 
65. write well constructed personal letters. 
66. explain directions and information effectively and efficiently. 
67. recall specific details essential to a discussion or presen-
tation for future use (listening skill)~ . 
68. participate in scholarly discussions with fellow professionals. 
69. effectively inform local officials, constituents, and general 
public of program purposes, goals, and results. 
70. attain and maintain healthy and positive conmunications with 
other members on the staff and administators. 
71. effectively use direct mail in conduct of the area of respon-
sib11 ity. 
72. remember peoples' names. -
73. strike up a conversation with anyone. 
74. describe the corrmunicatfon process. 
75. recognize and interpret conmon forms of non-verbal conrnunication. 
76. take good quality photos and slides. 
77. introduce a speaker. 
78. list and describe the factors essential for maintaining good 
human relations among office staff and constituents. 
79. maintain an orderly, warm, and efficient office atmosphere. 
80. relate to county and state government sponsors in order to 
maintain strong support for Cooperative Extension. 
81. fill out reports that are necessary to the conduct of work. 
82. make good use of own time. 
83. delegate work that.could and should be done by others. 
84. keep accurate records of work done. 
1!5. handle calls and correspondence efficiently and effectively. 
86. interview, hire, train, supervise, and counsel employees. 
87. develop and operate within an office budget a·nd keep accurate 
financial records. 
88. prepare and maintain up-to-date matlfng Ifs ts. 
89. work as a team member. 
90. 
91. 
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SIJf'lril\RY OF VIP'S flr! U'lDERGRADUATF EXTEN.SION E!lUCATIOff '!EEDS 
Developed by Paul Czarniecki 
------
Extension Education w. ~- Clark Joint co•111ittee SubcoHfttee on George Hyett, Jr. Itulya f Arizona Renort on Extension Pre-service Educ. comnetencv nu•bers Relited Subject C1teciories 
Kn owl edQe of natural Bas I ca 11 y grounded 
scienco.s in physical sciences 
Introduction to Knowledge of sub.feet 
to subject 111atter •atter 1n field of 
r~ft-• 
Introduction to 
economics 
Experience in writ- Principles of 22,23,24,25,25, Co•unicatlon Ski.11s Ing and speaking conunicatton 27,28,60 
lntroduct ion to Basically grounded How people organize Structure and dynaa- 35 
Sociology in social sciences their 1 hes ics of hu•&n society 
Acoua1ntance with 
Enalish, history, 
and cultural arts I 
Background In Problems I oroced- 10, 12. 46, 62 Adult Education 
1dult education ures of adult educ. 
Knowledge of and Background, phflos- Extension llorker as Objectives, orgoni· 6 ,7 ,29 ,30 ,31 ,32 Exten•lon Organization, exoerience with ophy, objectives, a professional and zat1on and relation- Philosophy, Objectives Extension organi- policies anl organ- The Cooperative Ex- shio of Extension to 
zatfon and .ethods fzat1on of Exten- tension Service Land &rant University 
sf on 
Fa11i11arity with 48 
reliable so.rces 
of 1nfor•ation and 
ability to inter-
pret. organize, and 
present data 
Sktlled in appllca- Extens 1 on teaching Principles of !urning 1 ,2 ,3,8,9,10, 13. 14. 
t;on of psychology •ethods and •ater- and teaching and hu•an 15,16,18,19,23,21, Extension Teaching and education to ials ::~e~~~=n~ef:~~::: 34 ,so ,58,59. 61,62 Extension teaching, Methods 
superv1s.i on, and 
ao1111nutrat1on. 
Organization and Leadership In 37,38,62,63 Leadership S.lill ls leadership 1evelop- Extension 
11ent of peo~l e 
Progra• phoning Identifying Local Principles and process 4,5,9,11 ,i2,35,42, 
process needs-Plan of Work of progra111111i ng g ·:: ·:~ ·~?·:~ ,52. ProgrH Planning 
Techniques and pro- Need for evaluation Principles and tech- 2,40,44 
cess of proqrH eval in Extension niques of evaluation ~rogra. Evaluation uation 
Proble•s ani tech- 10,38,41,46 
niques for out-of-
' 
YouO Education 
school yout:t educa-
ti on 
Principles of llanage- 17,33,34,36,39 llanaguent, Supervfsl on, 
•ent, supervts1on, . Ad•infstrat1on 
and ada1ntstration 
----
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A TYPOLOGY OF ROLE BEHAVIORS OF COUNTY COOPERATIVE EXTENSION AGENTS 
J~ Paul Leagans 
1. Cooperative Extension System--Understands the nature of the Coopera-
tive Extension Service as a public educational system and adheres 
to its structure, processes, and evolution within a hierarchy of 
systems, with emphasis on performance at the level of complex adap-
tive systems. 
2. Development of a Philosophy-:understands and influences the vari-
ables relevant to the process whereby individuals place value on 
objects, qualities, and evidence within the environment and estab-
lish beliefs and values as guides to system relationship and the 
behaviors relative to the evaluation of differences. 
3. Development of Systems--Understands the evolvement of indivig,tJal 
systems and promotes their growth toward structural, cognitive, and 
effective maturity through adaptation and adjustment to environment-
al variables. 
4. Professionalism--Understands the meaning of behavior associated 
with professionals, acquires and exercises this behavior, including 
the sequence of acts or responses which have professional orienta-
tion and may be understood as assigned goals and purposes. 
5. Learning Process--Understands general theories and conditions of 
learning and cognitions central to individual growth and develop-
ment, and adjusts them to environmental conditions. 
lITT 
6. Motivation of Client Systems--Understands the process of motivation, 
involving a meaningful set, and exercises a dtsposition to incorpor-
ate new material into the cognitive structure essential to meaning-
ful receptive learning. 
7. Programming--Understands and executes the process of purposeful 
change and the related processes of problem-solving, situational, 
directional, and strategy analyses. 
8. Learning Experiences--Understands and executes the process of pur-
poseful learning, including the selection of desirable learning out-
comes and means to achieve them. 
9. Diffusion of Knowledge--Understands and executes the process of im-
' parting, exchanging, or transferring factual information in the 
form of knowledge, skills, values, ideas, concepts, and principles 
in system development, control, and maintenance of system viability. 
10. Adoption of Innovation--Understands and executes the process of in-
fluencing adoption of innovation, including the stages and tech-
niques associated with influencing behavioral change in client sys-
terns and the elements, conditions, methods, and guidelines associ-
ated with teaching and purposeful learning involving learning situ~ 
ations, communication media, technological content, and guides to 
effective educational influence. 
11. Appraisal of Innovation--Understands and executes the factors and 
stages in the process of evaluating the adoption of innovation by 
the client system, involving such major elements as instructional 
media, variability, measurement, transfer, need, motive, and value. 
12. Management of Resources--Understands and performs the management or 
administrative functions and processes through which systems main-
tain viability and affect developmental change. 
\ 
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t-VALUES AND PROBABILITY LEVELS FOR TESTS OF SIGNIFICANT DIFFERENCE 
Possessed Levels Desired Levels Difference Between 
Between Grouos Between Grouos Desired and Possessed Levels 
Competency t . Prob. t Prob. Employers Educators 
Number Value Level Value Level t-Val ue (1) t-Value (2) 
·-
1 2.79 .010 0. 01 .990 25.05 4.33 
2 1. 73 . 100 1. Ofi .300 26.07 4. 61 
3 1.09 .290 0.22 .830 19. 14 3.75 
4 0.29 I ,770 o. 9-2 .350 7.39 2.88 
5 1.34 . 196 0.18 .860 23.51 4.97 
\ 
6 2.38 .027 0.30 .760 25.35 3.94 
7 3.54 .002 0.55 .580 23.49 2.94 
8 2.34 .029 0.16 .870 19.45 3.32 
9 3.53 .002 0.80 .430 21. 76 2.94 
10 1.15 .252 1.37 . 190 15.25 1.84 
11 0.25 .805 1.94 .067 8.17 0.68 
12 4.85 .000 1.04 .300 23.76 3.66 
13 1.79 .074 l . 22 .240 14. 71 2.33 
14 2.83 .ODO 0.00 .990 21.80 2.80 
15 0.28 .781 1.44 .167 13. 19 4.02 
16 0.83 .405 0.34 .740 16.39 3.64 
17 ' 2.50 .020 0.34 .740 19.47 2.58 
18 0.47 .640 1. 91 .070 10. 51 1.29 
' 19 l.87 .070 0.38 .700 19.79 2.73 
20 1.88 .070 0.33 .740 18. 91 3.64 
21 2.45 .015 0.17 .870 20.90 4.27 
22 1.28 .203 1.47 . 140 13. 41 2.67 
23 0.31 .760 1.28 .200 6.92 1. 56 
24 4.21 .000 1. 77 .080 19. 11 2.24 
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Possessed Levels Desired Levels Difference Between 
Between Grouos Between1Grouos Desired and Possessed Levels 
Competency t Prob. t Prob. Empl ayers Educators 
N umber------ Value Level Value Level t-Value (1) t""Value (2) 
25 4. 15 .ODO , 2. 15 .030 18. 61 2.72 
I 26 4.23 .000 l.24 .210 18.68 1. 79 
-
i 
27 3.90 .ODO l.15 .250 18.87 l. 93 
28 1.85 .06_6 0.62 .540 14.22 2.27 
29 2. 19 .040 0.43 .670 15. 19 2.24 
30 0.59 .560 0.80 .430 14.92 2.98 
31 1.07 .298 2.53 .010 9.88 3. 14 
32 1. 87 .076 0. 16 .870 16. 14 2.70 
33 2.34 .031 o. 17 .860 20.35 3.24 
34 1.85 .078 0 .18 .860 17.04 3.58 
35 3.00 .003 0.26 .790 19.58 3.68 
36 2.86 .010 0.50 .620 27.39 I 3.93 
37 2.59 .018 1.10 .270 23 .18 4. l 6 
38 3. l 0 .005 1.00 .330 21 .40 3.62 
39 3.65 .002 1.11 .270 26.20 3.21 
40 3. 12 .005 0.09 .930 21.83 4.27 
41 2.21 .039 0.25 .800 22.59 3.63 
42 2.49 .022 0.05 .960 21 .90 3.28 
I 
43 2. 14 .045 o. 14 .920 18.73 3.64 
44 2.30 .032 0.98 .330 21 . 31 4.41 
45 1. 92 .069 0. 12 .900 20.69 3.45 
46 3. 72 .001 2.37 .020 24.02 3.38 
17 1.92 .068 0.5,5 .580 24.24 4.86 
48 1.45 . 147 0.57 .570 15. 04 4.82 
49 2.08 .051 0.41 .680 20.41 3.83 
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Possessed Levels Desired Levels Difference Between 
Between Grouos Between Grouos Desired and Possessed Levels 
Competency t Prob. t Prob. Ernployers Educators 
Number Value Level Value Level t-Value (1) t-Value (2) 
.50 2.63 .016 0.30 . 770 19.75 3.32 
' 
51 2.60 .017 1 . 51 - .130 20.26 3.80 
52 2.04 . .055 1.93 .060 22.61 5.52 
53 1.67 .110 0.67 .500 20.36 4.51 
54 l.44 . 166 0.67 . 510 21. 73 4.44 
55 1.01 .324 1 . '11 .270 17. 91 5.41 
56 1.81 .086 0.51 .610 18.46 3.34 
57 2.31 .022 0.50 .620 17.88 4.87 
I 
58 2.73 .007 1.60 . 120 24.36 5.52 
59 0.60 .550 0.51 .62d 16.45 4.85 
60 0~12 .900 l. 21 .240 22.26 4 .19 
61 l.89 .074 l. 28 .220 20.48 2.85 
62 ' 1 . 24 .229 l.06 .300 17. 13 2.93 
63 1.53 .140 0.77 .450 21.09 3.90 
64 0.97 .340 0. 19 .850 17. 07 3.29 
65 0.05 .960 0.59 .560 18.85 5. 15 
66 0.19 .850 1.01 .330 17 .89 4.68 
I 
67 0.61 .548 0.46 .650 18. 17 4.72 
68 l.24 .215 0.67 .500 7.33 3.01 
69 2.61 .010 0.01 .990 25.48 5.08 
70 0.24 .813 0.54 .600 18. 01 4 .16 
71 0.74 .465 0.65 .520 16.05 3.90 
72 1.52 .130 0.37 .720 13.83 5.05 
73 2.37 . 019 l.44 .170 10. 22 3.69 
74 2.76 .006 o. 01 .990 14.44 2.03 
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Possessed Levels Desired Levels Difference Between 
Between Groups Between Groups Desired and Possessed Levels 
Competency t Prob. t Prob. Employers Educators 
Number 
75 
76 
77 
78 
79 
80 
81 
82 
83 
84 
85 
86 
87 
88 
89 
Value Level Valµe Level t-Value (1) t-Value (2) 
3.78 .000 0.22 .~30 15. 71 1.84 
0.62 .. 539 0.90 .370 11. 22 2.65 
0.68 .496 0.32 .750 12.32 3.94 
1. 70 .090 0.35 .730 16.74 4.46 
0.35 . 728 0.74 .470 14. 63 5. 12 
0.57 .578 0.75 .460 18.96 3.66 
/ 
0.35 . 726 0.68 .500 14.44 3.37 
0.57 . 572 0.63 .530 20.87 5.29 
0.76 .450 0. 16 .870 22.50 5. 72 
0.24 .812 0. 51 . 610 15. 34 4.02 
0.37 . 710 1.30 .210 17.40 3.68 
0.47 .640 0.68 .490 14.52 4.37 
0.73 .460 l.08 .290 14. l 0 4.38 
o. 14 .890 l.09 .290 12. 15 3.64 
0.54 .590 0.30 .770 18.02 5.04 
( 1) Number of empl ayer respondents ranged from 198-203. 
(2) Number of educator respondents ranged from 18-20. 
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